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Letters 

Year of the Ox II 
Last year the Weekly published 

a cover article detailing the East
West Center's connections with 
military and intelligence interests 
under President Michel Oksenberg 
("The Ox, the Hawks and the 
Moles," HW, '213/93). I would like 
to update your readers on his 
dealings over the last year. 

Dr. Oksenberg has a habit of 
making promises and later re
interpreting them. For example, he 
promised at a meeting with Center 
participants last year that military 
and intelligence interests would 
have no part in future Center 
research. Yet an invitation-only 
conference at the luxurious Hyatt 
Waikoloa on the Big Island in 
December involved generals from 
CI NCPAC and Harold Brown, 
former U.S. Secretary of Defense. 
Topics included "Critical Issues in 
Defense" and "Crisis Game." 
(Similar conferences were also 
held in August and October.) 

This conference has been 
roundly condemned in letters to the 
Honolulu Advertiser by members 
of the East-West Center and UH 
Manoa, and even by  a retired 
military officer. In a recent meeting 
with Center staff, Dr. Oksenberg 
acknowledged that holding this 
conference was "a mistake," that 
they spent too much money and 
that they should not repeat that 
mistake again - though he made 
no mention of the questionable 
topics discussed. 

In spite of his statement, the 
Center's board of governors met at 

the even more luxurious Lodge at 
Koele on Lanai on Jan. 22 - 25, and 
another Center conference is 
scheduled at the same hotel for 
Feb . 10 - 12. And while much 
taxpayers' money is appropriated 
by Dr. Oksenberg for conferences 
within his narrow range of interest, 
the rest of the Center's staff is 
given peanuts. 

For example, he recently 
denied permission to Saleem 
Ahmed, a senior staff member, 
to present a keynote address at 
a policy-level conference in 
Bangladesh in a field in which 
Dr. Ahmed is a world expert. 
Dr. Oksenberg argued that the 
Center no longer funds that project 
- even though the researcher had 
not requested Center funding. 

Furthermore, Dr. Ahmed was 
allowed to hold discussions with a 
visiting U.N. study team only if he 
took vacation time to do it. Such 
orders contradict academic free
dom and threaten the Center's 
goals. One wonders just how much 
the Center's board of governors 
is willing to let the Center 
be ridiculed before it acts to curb 
Dr. Oksenberg's high-handedness. 

Noel Ludwig 
East-West Center research intern 

Holt hubbub hushed 
Bob Rees' 'The Good, the Bad 

and the Greedy" (ffif, 2/2) is great! 
It has the only mention I read about 
the wonderful reception Milton 
Holt received on opening day of 
the circus. I personally called some 
representatives of the media to 
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encourage publication of the 
clamor that occurred, but no one 
did - except Bob. Oh, well ... 

Bobbie Slater 

Honolulu Weekly welcomes 
your letters. Write to: Editor; 
Honolulu Weekly, 1200 College 

Walk, Suite 214, Honolulu, HI 
96817. You must include your 
name, address and telephone num
ber ( only your name will be print
ed). Letters may be edited for 
length. Please limit your letters to 
200 words maximum if you do not 
want to see them cut. • 
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Kissy Face 

A lonely heart's history 
of Valentine's Day 

If you're one of those people 
who at one time or another has had 
your heart stretched tight as a drum 
just so someone could stub out a 

' cigarette on it, chances are you 
look forward to Valentine's Day 
about as much as, say, a poke in 
the eye with a sharp stick. 

So what's the big deal about 
Feb. 14, you wonder? Sure, we all 
know it's the birthday of such 
luminously romantic beings as 
Jimmy Hoffa and Florence 
Henderson, but does this fact really 
merit the rampant consumerism 
and all-encompassing silliness that 
the day has come to signify? 

And what's all this about 
giving the one you love an internal 
organ full of chocolate-type 
geegaws, anyway? What does it all 
mean? Where does it all come 
from? Walk this way. 
History Lesson No. 1 

While many a Valentine enjoys 
the status of saint, the man 
generally associated with Valentine 
the Day (which will hereafter be 
referred to as V.D. just to add to 
the general confusion and dismay 
of you sensitive-to-bad-pun types) 
was a priest and physician in 
Rome who was jailed during the 
third century A.D. for being nice to 
Christians - that is, protecting 
them from persecution. 

While in prison, Valentine 
converted to Christianity and, in 
fulfillment of the requisite 
miraculous work required of all 
saintly types, restored the sight of 
his jailer's blind daughter. His 
captors, in an act of pure and 
unselfish gratitude, clubbed him 
to death. 

The date? Feb. 14, 269 A.D., 
of course. 

Oh, and legend also has it that 
a final note sent from the doomed 
man to the jailer's suddenly literate 
daughter was signed, "Your 
Valentine." 

Now, far be it from me to sow 
the seeds of distrust. But doesn't it 
make you wonder what exactly 
one means by "Will you be my 
Valentine?" Call me a confirmed 
bachelor if you will, but being 
bludgeoned to death seems like 
such a ... commitment. 

•• 

, like good 
television, dem more than just 
bloody martyrdom. To make it to 
the prime time you've got to ... 
um, you know ... show a little leg. 
Which brings us to: 
History Lesson No. 2 

In 753 B.C. Romulus and his 
twin brother, Remus, founded 
Rome - but that doesn't matter. 
What matters is a place called the 
Lupercal, which is where the 

STUART DAWRS 
infants R & R were suckled by a 
wolf (Lupercal/lupus/lobo/wolf, 
get it?) so that they could grow up 
to be big-shot architects. 

· Anyway, this whole suckling 
thing eventually led to the annual 
celebration of Lupercalia, in honor 
of the god Lupercus. As i t  
happens, the Lycaean Lupercus 
corresponds to the Greek god Pan, 
both of whom are said to protect 
the shepherd's flocks from wolves 
by playing their flutes (which just 
goes to show that, with wolves, it's 
a fine line between suckling and 
eating). 

To continue, the Lupercalia is a 
festival of (hubba hubba!) fertility, 
and guess what day it falls on? 
Well, no. Actually it's on Feb. 15. 

In some parts of the world, 
mid-February is also the beginning 
of the mating se�son for birds, and 
as any person of letters worth his 
or her black turtleneck will tell 
you, it was Chaucer who wrote in 
Parlement of Foules: "For this was 
on seynt Valentynes day whan 
every foul cometh there to chese 
his make." (That's "foul" as in 
"fowl," not "fool," by the way, 
though you might wish to think 
otherwise.) 

So where does this take us so 
far? Ah, yes. Sex and violence! 
Now we're getting somewhere. 
Still, in order to really hit the big 
time on the romantic holiday 
circuit, you need the third side of 
the golden triangle: greed. 
History Lesson No. 3 

(Hang in there, friends, we're 
almost home.) 

Cupid. Cute, cherubic, curly 

haired, awfully young to be 
running around without a diaper let 
alone wielding a bow and arrow. 
As with all good stuff that 
eventually gets watered down 
(e.g., Grimm fairy tales and 
political campaign promises), 
Cupid has become a mere shadow 
of his original gangster-of-love 
self. As the old Orphic myth 
would have it, Cupid was born of a 
silver egg, had golden wings and, 
gosh dam it, was the four-headed 
bisexual who set the universe in 
motion to boot. (Now that's livin' .) 

Slightly less intimidating, the 
Roman Cupid was also 
interchangeable with the Greek 
Eros, and we all know where that 
name takes us. (I don't know about 
the rest of you, but I was actually 
leaning towards eruct: "to belch 
forth, as wind from the stomach.") 

But I wander. 
The Cupid/Eros of old is 

generally depicted as a handsome 
young hermaphrodite winging 
around blindfolded, causing 
irrevocable love and general 
discomfort. Now wake up, this 
part's important: He was also 
considered fairly easy to bribe. 
Indeed, cupidity itself is defined as 
"eager or inordinate desire, esp. for 
wealth; greed or avarice." 

Cheap chocolates, anyone? 
It would seem that we have 

now arrived. While no one is sure 
exactly where the habit of 
exchanging candy and cards and 
balloons and stuffed animals and 
roses ( and now condoms) came 
from, V.D. has become one big 
commercial enterprise. This year 
more than 850 million Americans 
will purchase some sort of V.D. 
card, another 65 million or so will 
buy roses, and the rest of us will 
spend somewhere over $57 0 
million on sweets. 

Of course, if you're anything 
like me (single and bitter), this is 
no time for self-righteousness: 
After all, we're the ones who spent 
$31 billion last year on beer. 

Anybody wanna be my 
Valentine? • 

Stu makes you feel like a 
natural woman. 

PERSONALIZED 
ATTENTIVE CA\ 

• Holistic treatment 
• Applied Kinesiology 
• Sacral Occipital Technique 
• Cranial/TM] 
• Organ Reflex Therapy 
• Massage Therapy 
• Chronic and Difficult Ca 

O'ur :�orporate "Eregueht Sleeper" program 
'd�li:vers s'�m�tnirig/no other hotel offers
Maui Bucks! 'ih �ddition to receiving one of 

the best corporate values in Waikiki, 
ExecutiveA50 guests earn from $5-25 night
ly lp: .M#ii Hucks, which are redeemable at 

face talue at Hawaiiana Resorts) Maui 
. / ;,;, ·:·, 

B�yan i:h Kihei: Corporate travelers also 
r,ecihe a 20% discount off regular rates at 

the Maui property! 

The Coconu'� "$Executive 450 offers 
three levels of service covering rob!'J1 with 

kitchenette, express check-in, daily newspa
per, continental breakfast and more from 

$70 per night! 

Coconut 

·rt,�=· 
'54n intirrzate oasis in the heart of Waikiki" 

4 50 Lewers Street 

Phone: 923-8828 
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few people in Hawaii are watching 
Japan as closely as Ronald Fujiyoshi. 
His primary interest is the way the 
new government is officially dealing 
with racism. On this issue Fujiyoshi 
is fervently and outspokenly critical 

of Japan, and he speaks from experience. 
Living there for 1 5  years, working as a 
missionary in Osaka in the Korean-Japanese 
community, he engaged in an act of civil 
disobedience when he refused to be 
fingerprinted - as all foreign residents were 
then required by the government to do. 
Compelled to leave Japan in 1 988, he is 
allowed to return only to attend court hearings 
for his trial, which is still in progress. 

Last summer Japan embarked on what 
may be its most important transition period 
in recent history. Fed up with the "business 
as usual" tactics that have led to rampant 
corruption in Japan's political circles for the 
last several years, on July 1 8  the country's 
voters deprived the ruling Liberal 
Democratic Party (LOP) of its majority in 
the Japanese Diet for the first time since 
World War II. The resulting coalition, a 
curious collection of opposition parties from 
both the left and right of the political 
spectrum, took the helm of the world's 
second largest economy with little more than 
high hopes as its guide. Many experts predict 
the alliance's demise before the end of 1994. 

Fujiyoshi is keeping his fingers crossed 
that real change is in the air. After waging 
his own personal battle against the Japanese 
government for the greater part of the last 
two decades, the 53-year-old Hilo resident is 
hopeful that the recent change in government 
is a sign that the Japanese people have at last 
begun to fight back against what he contends 
is a sinister system which has been unjustly 
subjugating them for centuries. 

Fujiyoshi's personal beef is Japan's latent 
racism, which he maintains is knowingly 
cultivated by the country's ruling circles in 
order to foster an "us vs. them" mentality. 
Japan's alien-registration laws are widely 
known to be among the most rigid and 
strictly enforced in the world. It has long 
been a complaint among non-Japanese 
immigrants in Japan that the laws are also 
part of a greater government scheme to 
prevent them from feeling completely at ease 
in their adopted homeland, withhold full 
citizenship rights and relegate them to 
positions of permanent underclass status in 
the overall economic tapestry of the nation. 

Especially onerous to Fujiyoshi was the 
Japanese government's longstanding policy 
of insisting that all foreign residents and 
criminal suspects in Japan submit 
fingerprints for identification purposes. 
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Fujiyoshl holds a press conference 
during his 25-day hunger strike . 

• 

Being grouped with criminals and thus 
treated as undesirables created acute 
resentment in the Korean-Japanese 
community, over 700,000 strong and 
representing roughly four out of five of 
Japan's foreign residents. Many of them 
have lived in Japan for several generations; 
their relatives were originally brought there 
forcibly during World War II as military 
conscripts or factory workers. They are still 
treated as outsiders, and their "alien" status 
frequently denies them jobs, housing and 
scholarships. Fujiyoshi contends that the 
fingerprint policy is both unconstitutional by 
Japan's own admitted standards and an 
abhorrent violation of the United Nations 
International Covenant of Human Rights, to 
which Japan is a signatory. 

Bowing to pressure which Fujiyoshi 
helped to apply, the Japanese Diet finally 
dropped the controversial fingerprinting 
clause for those non-Japanese who were 
born and raised in Japan. 

Despite being widely recognized as a 
front man for the grass-roots movement to 
have the law overturned, Fujiyoshi is 
hesitant to claim much credit personally for 
the Diet's decision to repeal the statute. "You 
must remember that I was not the only 
person who refused to be fingerprinted," he 
says. "Since 1980 nearly 1 5,000 people have 
done it." Neither was he the first to disobey 
the law; several Japanese of Korean ancestry 
preceeded him. Most will agree, however, 
that among those who did protest, Fujiyoshi 
was certainly among the most energetic -
and, as a result, emerged as a leader and 
spokesman for the movement. 

Fujiyoshi has long been involved with 
civil rights. Born in Los Angeles and raised 
on Kauai, he moved to the Big Island with 
his family when his father was transferred to 
Hilo by his chuch. As a young man in his 
20s, Fujiyoshi left Hawaii in 1963 to attend 
the Chicago Theological Seminary, the same 
institution that Jesse Jackson would join a 
year later. The two became good friends; 
Jackson visited him in Japan in 1986. 
Fujiyoshi spent much of his seminary service 
in Chicago working in a black ghetto on the 
city's west side. "Can you imagine me," he 
says, "a local boy fresh off the Big Island, 
going from here to a Chicago ghetto? That 
was a real baptism." 

Fujiyoshi first journeyed to Asia in 1968 
on a fellowship in Singapore with the World 
Council of Churches. He remained in 
Southeast Asia for five years, working as a 
lay missionary and slowly gaining notoriety 
for his activist, hands-on approach to 
organizing and helping groups of industrial 
workers in economically distressed 
communities. 'The Church was saying all 
the right things on Sunday mornings," he 

says, "but the world was not changing. I 
became more interested in learning the skills 
necessary to actually solve some of the 
problems." 

His reputation for problem solving in the 
real world grew. In 1973 the Korean 
Christian Church asked him to relocate to 
Japan to help improve the living conditions 
of the sizable Korean population there. He 
took up residence in Osaka's Ikuno Ward, 
home of Japan's largest Korean community, 
where he spent the next 15  years living and 
working, voluntarily subjecting himself to 
the same long hours and low wages of the 
people he had come to help. Eventually he 
was able to earn their trust. 

Fujiyoshi's first open clash with the 
Japanese government came in 198 1 .  
Claiming that i t  was a violation of his basic 
human rights, he refused to comply with the 
fingerprinting requirement of Japan's Alien 
Registration Law. He was indicted in 1982 
and embarked on a civil-rights campaign 
within Japan's court system which soon 
became a twisted game of cat-and-mouse. 
Four years after his initial indictment, 
Fujiyoshi was found guilty by the Kobe 
District Court but fined a mere $70. He faced 
another token fine after his appeal was 
rejected at the Osaka High Court. "It was 
just a slap on the wrist," Fujiyoshi says of 
the fines, which were deliberately set at 
levels low enough for him to be able to 
afford. 'They wanted to make sure that the 
decision was 'guilty' but also give the 
impression that the Japanese government is 
very benevolent." 

This face-saving charade was finally 
abandoned when the Japanese government 
refused to grant Fujiyoshi a permit that 
would have allowed him to re-enter Japan 
after returning to the U.S. to visit his ailing 
father-in-law. He responded to this action by 
embarking on a 25-day hunger strike aimed 
at publicly embarrassing the intransigent 
Japanese officials. He has since been given a 
special visa which allows him to return to 
Japan - but only to attend his own court 
hearings. Though he has been back in 
Hawaii since 1988, it is clear that his 
thoughts still lie in Japan. "I don't feel like I 
ever left," he says. "As long as my case is 
still being tried by the Japanese courts, I 
cannot separate myself from Japan." 

Fujiyoshi has appealed his case to the 
Japanese Supreme Court, where it currently 
sits in quiet and secret deliberation. The 
process can take years, and a decision can 
come unannounced at any time. Feeling 
certain that his appeal will eventually be 
rejected by Japan's highest court, he is 
already planning his next move. "If I lose 
this appeal," he says, "then I will conclude 
that the Japanese judicial system cannot give 

For Ronald Fqiiyoshi, the 
Japanese government's 

abusive fingerprinting 
requirement for foreign 

residents is only part of a 
vast matrix of 

institutionalized racial 
discrimination and 

totalitarian social control. 

by David Flack 

me the justice I deserve. It is then my right to 
appeal the decision to the U.N. Commission 
on Human Rights." This might prove to be 
Fujiyoshi's most powerful weapon. At a time 
when Japan is struggling with itself and the 
rest of the globe to find its appropriate niche 
in the world community, Fujiyoshi's charges 
of racism and his refusal to be silenced could 
be a severe embarrassment to the Japanese 
government. 

Those in power in Japan attempted to 
render the entire issue moot after the Showa 
emperor Hirohito's death. In his honor an 
Imperial pardon was promulgated which 
granted amnesty to most of the defendants of 
fingerprinting cases still in litigation. It was 
purely a political move, Fujiyoshi asserts, a 
feeble effort to diffuse the issue before it 
could gain a measurable amount of publicity 
outside the country. With Fujiyoshi's 
assistance and encouragement, other 
fingerprint refusers declined the offer and 
instead called a press conference to 
denounce the pardon. 'The court's acquittal 
of the refusers presumes that they are guilty 
and should be judged," Fujiyoshi points out, 
"when it is the government and the 
emperor's system that need to be examined." 

Fujiyoshi's disdain for Japan's governing 
institutions extends beyond the 
fingerprinting issue. The system in place in 
today's Japan, he asserts, is the direct 
descendant of the nationalistic bodies that 
evolved following the Meiji Restoration in 
1 868, when the country emerged from a 
prolonged period of political chaos with a 
reinvigorated sense of national identity and a 
perceived "divine right" to culturally convert 
other Asians and make them loyal citizens of 
Japan. 

Fujiyoshi characterizes Japan's approach 
to its minority peoples as one of 
"assimilation and control." He has argued in 
court that the Alien Registration Law is part 
of a larger Japanese government policy of 
controlling other Asian and Pacific peoples 
by forcibly "Japanizing" them: compelling 
them both directly and indirectly to conceal 
their ethnicity. This system of assimilation 
and control results directly in the 
exploitation of Asians by relegating them to 
the lowest echelon of the country's economic 
caste system, he contends. He sees it as a 
continuation of repressive prewar policies 
which forced colonial subjects to adopt 
Japanese names, speak Japanese exclusively 
in public, wear Japanese clothing and 
worship only at Shinto shrines. 

Fujiyoshi lambasts the myth 
painstakingly cultivated by the government 
that the Japanese are descendants of a pure 
race. 'The people in authority perpetuate the 
myth that Japan is a homogeneous society," 
he claims. "It provides strong social 
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cohesiveness, and people can then be more 
easily controlled. And by keeping the people 
controlled, the government can also keep 
control of the economy." 

Therein lies the import of Fujiyoshi 's 
thesis, that the core issue is not merely a 
dispute between the central government and 
its peripheral minorities; the policy affects all 
of Japan's citizens in equally disastrous 
ways. The Japanese nation can be compared 
to a crowded boat, the theory goes, and if too 
many more are allowed on board, the boat 
will capsize and everyone will drown. It 
stands to reason that the few who are 
permitted on board will be those whom the 
Japanese government deems to be of little 
threat to its fostered image of Japan as a 
�ingle-race country. "Discrimination against 
the Korean people is not just a holdover of 
some misunderstandings of history, and it's 
not a part of a modem ideology to control 
non-Japanese people," Fujiyoshi warns. "It is 
an attempt to control the Japanese people 
themselves." 

For Fujiyoshi, state-sanctioned racism is 
bad enough, but even more repugnant is the 
denial of its existence by most Japanese. He 
maintains that the power structure, for its 
own purposes, is using its tremendous control 
over the media (and consequent influence on 
public opinion) to perpetuate the traditional 
notion that there are only three major races in 
the world. "According to this view, all there 
are are Caucasoid, Mongoloid and Negroid 
stocks," says Fujiyoshi, recounting the 
argument he has heard more times than he 
cares to remember. This belief is worse than 
oversimplistic: It makes it possible for the 
Japanese government to exclude from the 
category of racial discrimination its dealings 
with other Asian and Pacific peoples living in 
the country. Japan can safely perceive itself 
as a country of only one race and sincerely 
believe that the racial conflicts plaguing the 
rest of the world can't happen there. 

According to Fujiyoshi, the primary flaw 
in this reasoning is that it completely 
disregards ethnicity: vast differences in 
culture, language and religion among peoples 
of the alleged three major racial stocks. And 
in the process it allows Japan to impose a 
bureaucratic system for other Asians living 
within its borders which, practically 
anywhere else in the world, would be 
denounced as institutionalized racial 
discrimination. 

The Japanese government is a 
manipulative entity, Fujiyoshi asserts, which 
must be forced to confront the falsehoods it 
has been knowingly (and unknowingly) 
propagating. Sadly, the problem did not go 
away with the change in the country's 
fingerrnnt Jaws. 1\J'ow that Japan's resident 
Koreans have had their burden p,u·tially 

"The Japanese 
government needs 
to be examined.": 
Fujiyoshl during 
his Osaka court 
hearings 

lifted, the recent trend in the country has been 
to target South Asian peoples whose 
appearance is more easily discernible from 
their Japanese hosts. With the current 
economic slowdown proving to be 
stubbornly resilient, Fujiyoshi fears that these 
newer immigrants will become the 
scapegoats of the recession. "The 
assimilation and control policy attempts to 
stamp out the identity of long-term Asians 
and replace it with Japanese identity," he 
says. "Until the Japanese government's 
policy is ended, no real solution is in sight. 
Until their internal economic colony is 
eliminated, the other Asian and Pacific 
people in Japan will continue to be exploited 
because they are considered inferior. Until 
the national state ideology is exposed for 
what it is, the Japanese people will continue 
to be indoctrinated with a hidden racism 
toward other Asian and Pacific peoples." 

The coalition that assumed control of 
Japan a few months ago has the potential to 
effect profound changes rather than mere 
cosmetic modifications to enhance the 
government's image. Fujiyoshi fears that 
even if his motives are genuine, the newly 
elected prime minister, Morihiro Hosokawa, 
may not be powerful enough to make a real 
difference. But his early actions show some 
promise. In an attempt to distance himself 
from past LDP bungles, Hosokawa has 
already delivered several sincere apologies 
for Japan's controversial actions in World 
War II. Specifically mentioned were the 
"comfort women" of Asia who where 
forcibly conscripted and supplied to Japanese 
soldiers on the front lines during World War 
II. "Up until now the Japanese government 
wouldn't admit its complicity," Fujiyoshi 
says. "With the comfort women, once they 
admit what they are capable of, an entire can 
of worms is opened. Any official statement 
that relates to their attitude toward foreigners 
is significant. After that their treatment of all 
foreigners can then be called into question." 

Now that the fingerprinting requirement 
has been abolished for permanent alien 
residents of Japan, does Fujiyoshi see a 
fundamental shift in the Japanese 
government's way? "If the government was 
halfway repentant," he says, "they would 
have done away with fingerprinting entirely. 
If they were truly repentant, they would do 
away with the entire policy of assimilation." 

Fujiyoshi's brightest hope is the Japanese 
people. Now that Japan has emerged as one 
of the world's most affluent nations, the 
Japanese are traveling abroad in record 
numbers. Young people are venturing 
overseas and experiencing other cultures. 
Many become exchange students. Fujiyoshi 
predicts sc\'C're conflict in the years ahead as 
the Japanese people become more accepting 
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of other cultures on the one hand, 
and the government continues to 
espouse its hard-line stance on the 
other. "To be honest, I'm not sure 
how it's going to turn out," 
Fujiyoshi admits, "but if this new 
coalition can hold together, it will 
be very significant." The 
leadership of the country, after all, 
will still be in control of education 
and the media. "Japanese history 
books refer to Korea as a dagger 
pointed at the heart of Japan. Just 
think how different it would be if 
Korea was instead viewed as a 
bridge connecting Japan to the 
wealth and riches of other Asian 
cultures." 

Now that he has all but 
exhausted his options in Japan's 
legal system, Fujiyoshi's passions 
are turning toward the recently 
formed United States-Japan 
Committee for Racial Justice, 
which assigned to itself as one of 
its first missions the daunting task 
of formulating a set of guidelines 
to help prevent potential future 
racist confrontations between the 
two countries from erupting into 
uncontrollable conflagrations of 
hate. 

Despite these recent changes, 
Fujiyoshi still remains cautiously 
pessimistic about long-term 
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Visiting with Fujlyoshi 
In 1986, the Reverend 
Jesse Jackson accused 
Japanese officials of 
being Indifferent to 
social Injustice in 
their country. 

prospects for United States-Japan 
relations. Racism is alive and well 
in both countries, he declares, 
evidenced by the lack of 
sensitivities on both sides of the 
Pacific during the 50th-anniversary 
observations of the bombing of 
Pearl Harbor. America exploited 
the anniversary as an opportunity 
to boost patriotism at a time when 
the U.S. government and economy 
had both come down with 
symptoms of terminal gridlock. 
Japan used the occasion to further 
alienate itself from America and 
the rest of Asia by not only 
refusing to apologize for the attack 
but even suggesting that Japan may 
not have been entirely responsible 
for the war in the Pacific. Fujiyoshi 
sees the possibility of an alarming 
increase of similar misunderstand
ings in the future as the once-solid 
friendship between the United 
States and Japan is further taxed by 
the economic slowdowns currently 
sapping both countries. "We need 
to adjust to the changes that are 
occurring," he says, "and to join 
with others in dealing with some of 
the fundamental contradictions that 
remain in our societies. Only when 
people feel proud of what they are 
can they work well with others." 
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C A L E N D A R  

Calendar is a selective listing of arts, 
entertainment and other activities in tbe 
Honolulu area. Due to the capricious nature 
of life in the ente1tai11ment uorld, dates. times 
and locations are often subject to change 
without wami11g: movies are prone to 
su•itchi11g theaters just days after Honolulu 
Weekly comes 0111. Amid disappointment: 
Cal/ahead 

Film 
Criticism by Bob Green unless othero.'ise noted. 

'i, the Weekly 's dingbat of approval, 
indicates films of more-than-average interest. 

First Run 
Brief reviews of selected first-nm films in town. 

Ace Ventura, Pet Detective Manic 
funnyman Jim Carey ("In Llving Color") stars 
in this kiddie comedy about the kidnapping 
of the Miami Dolphins mascot. Carey's 
incessant mugging is reminiscent of the 
heyday of Jerry Lewis, so be advised. With 
Sean Young, Tone Loe and Dan Marino, the 
casting triumvirate of the year. 
The Air Up There Kevin Bacon returns to 
leadiflg-man roles in this Disney feel-gooder 
about an arrogant college basketball scout 
traversing Africa to find a new star for the 
NBA. Disney does the world. Directed by ex
"Starsky and Hutch" co-star Paul Glaser. 
Beethoven's 2nd One of 1992's biggest 
sleepers offers up its shaggy sequelae. 
Charles Grodin returns, and there's a new St. 
Bernard named Missy. Puppies ensue, 
courtesy our hero, Beethoven. 
'i Blink Madeline Stowe gives a terrific per
formance in this serial-killer thriller co
starring Aidan Quinn (An JJar/y Frost). Since 
this was directed by the resourceful Michael 
Apted, it has more-than-average intelligence, 
visual sophistication and provocative 
subtexts. Cautiously recommended. 
C. 54, Where Are You? Well, for starters, 
Car 54 has been on the shelf for a couple of 
years now, not a good sign. This update of 
the old 1V series stars David Johannsen ( or, 
if you prefer, Buster Poindexter). Addlepated 
slapstick cops, etc., etc. 
Cool Runnings A Disney feel-good piece 
about the 1988 Jamaican Olympic bobsled 
team. It's slyly funny, a little sleeper of sorts. 
With Leon, Malik Yoba and John Candy. 
Produced by none other than Dawn Steel 

(the author of Hollywood's newest tell-all 
autobiography, They Can Kill You But They 
Can ·1 Eat You). 
Dennis the Menace Walter Matthau returns 
to the screen (as Mr. Wilson) in this movie 
version of the long-running TV series. 
Newcomer Mason Gamble stars for writer
producer John Hughes (Home Alone). 
Mrs. Doubtfire Once again Robin Williams 
proves himself a comic genius, and once 
again it becomes apparent that animation 
may be the only medium that can harness 
his nuclear energy. Adapted from the British 
children's novel Alias Madame Doubtfire, 
Williams is Daniel Hillard, an out-of-work 
actor suffering through a divorce. In an 
attempt to spend more tin1e with his kids, he 
becomes their new nanny, Euphegenia 
Doubtfire. Laughs abound, but in the end 
Doubtfire is as phony as Williams' rubber 
nose. Sally Field plays the cartoonish wife. -
David K. Choo 
'i Fires of KuwaH This Madonna of IMAX 
films (hot, loud and larger than life) tells the 
story of the oil well firefighters who had the 
gargantuan task of cleaning up Saddam's 
mess. The non-close-up format captures all 
the grandeur of the pyrotechnics but falls 
short when it tries to convey the human 
drama of this incredible feat. Sunglasses and 
asbestos underwear suggested. (Waikiki 
IMAX) - D.K.C. 
Ghost in the Machine Karen Allen stars in 
this thriller about a serial killer who is 
reincarnated as a compuer virus. Garbage in, 
garbage out. 
Grumpy Old Men A sad waste of talent. 
Grumpy has a great cast and a promising 
premise but an embarrassingly bad script. 
Walter Matthau and Jack Lemmon play 
neighbors who've been happily feuding for 
nearly 50 years until a lusty Californian (Ann
Margaret) moves in down the street. Hey, 
you kids, stay out of that theater! - D.K.C. 
'i Hidden Hawaii An IMAX tourist-oriented 
tour of our state, featuring a Big Island 
volcano, a rain forest, Haleakala and the 
birth pangs of Loihi. Luckily for us, it has an 
environmental theme and does an OK job -
as far as it goes. Music by Oscar-nominated 
Mark Isham (Never Cry Wo/f). (Waikiki 
IMAX) 
House Party 3 Hip hop redux, with the 
returning Kid 'n Play and the new-generation 
group lmmature. Director Eric Meza shows 
us that "minority" movies can be just as 
slapdash as "ruling class" movies. Except, of 
course, the music is a hell of a lot better. 
With Bernie Mac and Tish Campbell. 
'i I'll Do Anything And they'll do anything 

Music Pick 

Good breeding 

Breeders apart 
(left to right): Kim Deal, 
Josephine Wiggs, Kelley 

Deal and Jim Mac:pherson 

Got your eyes peeled for the next big semi to come rolling down the 
alternative-rock superhighway? Well that ol' hummer just could be The 
Breeders, who will be in concert here on Tuesday night. Formed in 1989 as a 
side project by Kim Deal, bassist and occasional singer for the much-loved 
progressive Boston band The Pixies (now deceased) , and her friend Tanya 
Donelly, then of Throwing Muses, the Dayton, Ohio-based Breeders attracted 
quick notice with their debut EP, Pod. (Rounding out the early Breeders trio was 
British bassist Josephine Wiggs, a classically trained cellist with a master's in 
philosophy.) In The Pixies, Deal played a definite back seat to front man Black 
Francis, but for The Breeders she does virtually all the songwriting, producing and 
even business management, and her noise-spectrum melodies and free-
8$ociatiOn lyrics (both in the solid tradition of Sonic Youth) have spurred critics 
to high praise. 

For the band's second EP, Safari, Deal invited her Identical twin sister, Kelley, to 
join the band as lead guitarist. Never mind that Kelley didn't actually .know how to 
play guitar; Kim taught her The Breeders' songs in the basement of their family 
home. (True to the antitechnique ethic of punk-influenced rock, Kelley speculates 
that her lack of experience allows her to "bring something fresh" to her guitar 

Feb . 9 -- 1 5 

Dance Pick 
Natani Kanaka'ole and Pualani Kanahele of Halau '0 Kekuhl 

Family 
Tradition 

Whoever coined the phrase "The fruit 
doesn ·t fall very far from the tree" must 
have had sisters Nalani Kanaka'ole Zane 
and Pualani K.'lllaka'ole Kanahele in mind. 
Daughters of hula great Auntie Edith 
Kanaka'ole, Nalani and Pualani have carried 
on the family's distinguished hula heritage 
(they can trace hula lineage back hundreds 
of years) and then some. The sisters have 
taken their Halau 'O Kekuhi on tour 
throughout the Mainland, the Pacific and 
Europe, garnering myriad accolades and 
awards including their most recent 
achievemen� the National Endowment of the 
Arts Folk Herilage Award Fellowship. Renowned for their proficiency in the 'aiha'a style (low dynamic movements), the halau's finest 
moment to date was arguably its performance at the Smithsonian Institution's 1989 Festival of Folk Art. In a raging downpour, 100-
degree heat and during a power failure, the halau performed uninterrupted for nearly three hours, receiving a standing ovatiort 

This Saturday, in the first in a series of 10 concerts of Hawaiian music, you'll have the opportunity to experience the Halau 'O 
Kekuhi in their first performance since winning their NEA. award. Says Jay Junker, promoter of the series, "The Halau 'O Kekuhi 
represents the very best hula has to offer. They're extremely well-disciplined and have an excellent command of both traditional and 
contempo.raiy styles." It sounds like another memorable performance. We can't vouch for the weather, but we're sure there will be 
plenty of electricity on stage. 

Halau '0 kekuhl: Academy Theatre, Honolulu Academy of Arts: 900 S. Beretanla St.: Sat 2/12, 
8 p.m. $10. 532-8700 

to shape this movie up. Filmed as a musical 
comedy/drama with seven songs and a 
couple of production numbers, this look at 
Hollywood life was shorn of all its songs 
after disastrous audience previews. The 
romance stars Nick Nolte, Albert Brooks, 
Julie Kavner and Tracy Ullman. Written and 
directed by James L. Brooks (Terms of 
Endearment, Broadcast News). 
'i In the Name of the Father Two great 
actors are brought together in writer/ director 
Jim Sheridan's tale of a father and son 
(Daniel Day-Lewis) unjustly imprisoned but 
finally exonerated throught the work of a 
fiery, committed lawyer (Emma Thompson). 
Based on the true strory of Gerry Conlon 
and his father (Pete Postelwaithe), the film 
show how a band of Irish louts and some of 
their relatives became scapegoats for the 
1974 Irish Republican Army bombing of a 
village pub near London. The virtues of this 
movie - a strong story, thoughtful criticism 
of the political power structure, and 

unsentimental treatment of human conflicts 
- are somehow improved upon by the 
perfonnances of Day-Lewis and Thompson. 
Another "little" movie from Sheridan and the 
tenacious Irish film industry which, like Into 
the West and My Left Foot, should not be 
overlooked. 
Intersection A successful architect (Richard 
Gere), his wife (Sharon Stone, in an allegedly 
sympathetic performance) and his lover 
(Lolita Davidovich) in a triangle story, 
complicated by an auto accident which also 
affects Gere's teenage daughter. Directed by 
Marie Rydell (For the Boys). 
Iron Will It's 1917, see, and there's this kid 
who wants to stay true to his dreams but still 
uphold the honor of his father. To do this, 
he must compete in a grueling dog-sled 
marathon. This, another in a long line of 
Disney feel-gooders (these low-budget, 
quickie-payoff flicks certainly make the 
Disney folks feel better), this one stars 
Mackenzie Astin (Patty Duke's issue) and 
Kevin Spacey. Directed by Charles "Hill 
Street Blues" Haid. 
'i The Joy Luck Club Based on the Amy 
Tan novel of the same name, 7be Joy Luck 
Club is an epic that spans two continents 
and three generations. While Tan's novel of 
vignettes hammered away at larger issues of 
immigration, assimilation and interracial 
marriage (turning some of her characters into 
quivering balls of neuroses in die process), 
Joy Luck Club, the movie, centers itself on 
the sin1ple power of a well-told tale. Don't 
go for popcorn during Ying Ying's story 
about her tempestuous first marriage or An
mei's tale of a daughter's sacrifice for her 
mother. Both contain scenes of lyrical beauty 
that will leave you stunned. - D.K.C. 

investigative reporter, and Robert Culp plays 
an empty-suit president a lot like Ronald 
Reagan. Written and directed by Alan J. 
Pakula (All the President's Men). 
'i Phlladelphia Far from the simple AIDS 
polemic mainstream newspaper critics, fresh 
off reviewing Beethoven 's 2nd, have 
pronounced it to be, Philadelphia is much 
more: It's a buddy movie for the '90s made 
for a culture in denial. It's uncharted territory 
for much of its targeted mass audience in the 
same way it's new territory for the two 
lawyers in the film: An upscale gay, angry 
and ill, must learn to deal with a 
conventionally homophobic family man who 
has not even thought, before now, to 
examine his own feelings and assumptions 
about homosexuality. Washington looks at 
Hanks and says, "Gay." Hanks looks at 
Washington and says, "Homophobe." What, 
by the end of the film, they are able to see 
and say about each other is the real subject 
matter of Philadelphia. It's what they - and 
the audience - must face up to that's the 
real text here. What then happens (in the 
film) is neither stupidly Hollywoodized nor 
impossible. Nor is this film finally rosily 
evasive. After all, we all have to accom
modate ourselves to people who don't fully 
understand us. All of us will suffer bodily 
diminution. All of us will die. But some of us 
are dying much sooner than others. These 
are the realities on which Philadelphia bases 
its story: It gives death its due. 

work.) After Safari, Donelly left the band to fonn Belly, and Jim Macpherson joined to play drums. This past fall the new Breeders, 
now the Deals' main deal, as it were, released the band's first full album, UIS/ Splash, to even greater accolades. Opening for The 
Breeders will be the Chicago trio Urge Overkill. 

My Father the Hero Gerard Depardieu, 
looking increasingly shaggy and craggy, 
takes another crack at Hollywood stardom in 
this comedy about a teenage daughter who 
tells friends that the man she's with (her 
father) is really her boyfriend. Disney strikes 
again - and Depardieu strikes out again. 
Pelican Brief Brief it ain 't. This suspenser, 
starring Julia Roberts and Denzel 
Washington, adapted from yet another John 
Grishan1 thriller, takes a long time to tell its 
story. A crafty New Orleans law student 
(Roberts) guesses right about who's been 
offing Supreme Court justices. This gets her 
boyfriend (Sam Shepard, with a broken front 
tooth) killed - and her chased all over swell 
scenic locations by government (and other) 
heavies. This should have been called 
Loophole B1iej,' since its plot devices are, to 
put it graciously, somewhat cre-.ikily obvious. 
Denzel Washington underplays as an 

'i The Piano The Piano, set in the mid-19th 
century, is about the distillation of passion to 
its cruel, tender essence. It is about Ada 
(Holly Hunter), a willful woman who has 
chosen for most of her life not to speak, 
instead creating a private sign language, a 
language that is a tool for keeping people 
out of her life. TI1e story is very simple but 
very strange. Ada journeys to New Zealand 
to meet her designated husband, Stewart 

Also of urgent interest to the Alternative Nation: The parade of hot progressive acts hitting Honolulu will continue Feb. 18 with 
Lollapaloo;,,a bad boyeez Rage Against the Machine, whose specialty is stoking the flames of rock, rap and revolution to superb effect. 
And from Feb. 19 to 21, the Academy Theatre will be showing Peny Farrell's celluloid fantasy, Gifl. 

The Breeders and Urge Overkill: After Dark, 1130 N. Nimitz Hwy.: Tue 2/15, doors open at 
7:30 p.m.; show at 8:15. $16.50 plus one-drink minimum. 533-2080 
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(Sam Neill). For some reason the vaguely 
disturbed and disappointed Stewart refuses 
to transport Ada's beloved piano back 
through the bush to his remote house. Ada 
soon enters into a frightening, binding 
bargain with Stewart's neighbor. Tbe Piano is 
a bruising, beautiful film, a love story that 
examines passion as if it were a riptide or a 
thunderstorm, a force of nature beyond the 
grasp of words. - Mary Brennan 
'e Schindler'& List With Schindler's List, 
Steven Spielberg has put name to film and 
has fashioned a stark and beautiful memorial 
to a people whose systematic murder was 
carefully documented but whose legacy is 
threatened by failing memories and 
revisionist idiots. For some of us who are 
accustomed to the warm-and-fuzzies of 
Spielberg feel-goodism, the film may be, at 
first, as inviting as a musty history text. Gone 
are the usual Spielberg flourish.es: the 
thundering soundtracks, the spectacular 
vistas, the intercession of the divine or the 
alien. In this film the director exercises 
enormous restraint. In communicating the 
incoq1prehensible, he hasn't shoehorned this 
strange and painful story into a familiar and 
more understandable form with its pat 
expectations and payoffs. The result is 
straightforward, no-nonsense storytelling 
which kicks you in the teeth from tin1e to 
time. - D.K.C. 
'e Shadowlands Anthony Hopkins again . . .  
and great again. Ask fans of the William 
Nicholson play about C.S. Lewis ( The 
Screwtape Letters) falling in love for the first 
time well into mid-life: This is a deeply 
moving story. Lewis' theories about love 
shimmer into the real, as he falls slowly in 
love with a fan of his work, played by Debra 
Winger. Terrific performances, terrific story. 
Sister Act 2: Back In the Habit This is a 
cut-and-paste effort of a movie with lapses in 
logic and plot holes so large Sister Betril 
could do loop the loops through them. The 
film's predecessor was no model of movie 
greatness either, but its terrific music atoned 
for some of its cinematic sins. There was 
something infectious about the sight of nuns 
twisting, shouting and praising God through 
'60s girl-group songs. There is no such 
originality in Sister Act 2. The choir this time 
is a group of inner-city youths who look like 
they stepped out of a Benetton ad, and their 
act involves hip-hop interpretations of "Ode 
to Joy'' and other classics. Gee, who woulda 
thunk it? Will the children learn the value of 
teamwork while still retaining their 
individuality? Can the school be saved from 
being turned into a parking lot? Will the 
choir win the statewide music competition 
and save the day? Is the· pope Catholic? -
D.K.C. 
Tombstone The first in the dead-heat race 
to bring the Wyatt Earp shoot- out at the O.K. 
Corral into movie theatres. (The second, a 
Kevin Costner effort, will be out soon.) TI1is 
one, says director George Cosmatos, "is the 
story of the end of gangs . . .  and the 
beginning of California." Californian Kurt 
Russell plays Wyatt Earp; Val Kilmer is Doc 
Holiday. Also along are Sam Elliott, Jason 
Priestly, Dana Delaney and Charlton Heston. 
Wayne's World 2 The "bad boys" of 
suburbia, whose eerie fatherless emptiness 
(first tapped into in contemporary movies by 
Steven Spielberg and then Tinl Burton) gave 
the first Wayne's World an underpinning of 
sorts, are out of the house now and trying to 
. . .  well, mount a concert in the very heart of 

their hometown of Aurora, Ill. A shaman 
dream guide has led Wayne to the spirit of 
Jinl Morrison, who tells Wayne, "If you book 
them, they will come." And, of course, they 
do. But those who live by rampant 
consumerism will die by it. Some of the 
cultural allusions are already dated. To call 
the Graduate-style party scene a parody 
doesn't work, because the audience at 
whom this movie is ainled doesn't know Tbe 
Graduate. The Thelma and Louise skit 
(featuring Garth in drag) doesn't go 
anywhere. It's like a research paper citation: 
It stops the f19w of things. Wayne's World 2 
simply isn't worth your while unless you 
happen to be recovering from a recent 
lobotomy. Like Dazed and Confused, it's one 
of the new pakalolo movies: Smoke your 
brains out, and you might find it funny. (The 
operative word here is "might.") 

Short Run 
and Revival 
'e Buddies (1989) The film dominated the 
34th Asia Pacific Film Festival garnering six 
awards, including Best Picture and Best 

· Director. Buddies tells the story of the 
unlikely friendship between a wealthy 
business executive and one of his lowly 
office workers. Things get complicated when 
the boss falls in love with his employee's 
wife. Art Auditorium, UH Manoa campus: Fri 
2/11 & Sat 2/12, 7:30 p.m.; matinee, Sun 
2/13, 2 p.m. Free. 536-2226 
'e The Green Man As an aesthete assassin, 
Alastair Sim has trouble -offing a British 
cabinet minister. With the late, lamented 
Terry Thomas in a supporting role, tl1is thing 
is as British as all get-out. Recommended. 
Movie Museum, 3566 Harding Ave. :  Thur 
2/10 & Sat 2/12, 8 p.m.; matinees, Sat 2/12, 3 
& 5:30 p.m. $5. 735-8771 
Innocents in Paris 0953) A snappy 
comedy about seven very different British 
tourists in Paris starring Alistair Sim as a 
stodgy diplomat and Claire Bloom as an 
innocent girl picked up by a roue. Look for 
Laurence Harvey and Christopher Lee in 
small supporting roles. Movie Museum, 3566 
Harding Ave.: Fri 2/11 & Sun 2/13, 8 p.m.; 
matinees, Sun 2/13, 3 & 5:30 p.m. $5. 735-
8771 
Lezzie Shorts The first instaJlment of the 
Queer Film Series, sponsored by the UH 
Task Force on Sexual Orientation. The 
collection includes True Blue by Maureen 
Brownsee, Great Dykes of Holland by 
Jennifer Maytorena Taylor, Women of Gold 
by Marilyn Abbink and Eileen Lee, One Night 
by Jaqueline Frost and Greetings from Out 
Here by Ellen Spiro. Kuykendall Attditorium, 
UH Manoa campus: Fri 2/1 1 ,  7 p.m. ·$3 
suggested donation. 941-7801 
t The Ufe and Times of Allen Ginsberg 
(1993) The many incarnations of Allen 
Ginsberg (poet, Buddhist, mentor, gay 
activist, chronicler) are revealed in this 
documentary. An10ng those speaking their 
piece are Ken Kesey, Norman Mailer and 
Joan Baez. A strong, evocative document. 
Highly recommended. Academy Theatre, 900 
S. Beretania St.: Wed 2/9, 7:30 p.m. $4. 532-
8768 
'e Oliver Twist (1948) PC police should 
have a field day exercising their tiny minds 
in retro ecstasy, castigating this David Lean 
classic which do-gooders will no doubt find 
anti-Semitic and homophobic. Blame it all on 
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the characterization of Alec Guinness, who, 
as Fagin, the corrupter of the young, is the 
figure macabre. It's a classic nonetheless. A 
brief look at the Dickens novel reveals just 
how "cinematic" a writer Dickens was. Lean 
also co-wrote the screenplay and edited. 
Recommended. Academy Theatre, 900 S. 
Beretan.ia St.: Mon 2/14, & Tue 2/15, 7:30 
p.m.; matinee, Sun 2/13, 4 p.m. $4. 532- 8768 
i Searching for Bobby Fischer Writer/ 
director Steve Zaillan's film wants it all and 
gets it all. It's a docudrama with a rousing 
title-fight finish and a melodrama with "real
life" seriousness. Think of Little Man Tate 
with a mean left hook or Rocky with a Ph.D. 
(OK, OK, with a GED). Zaillan doesn't 
burden his characters with tough dramatic 
clloices when the emotional fireworks fizzle 
out in preparation of the big Hollywood 
finish. Too bad, because the film is on the 
threshold of answering questions rarely 
asked by Hollywood. However, despite its 
missed opportunities, Searching for Bobby 
Fischer is a fine film. It's good looking, 
articulate, well meaning and - like that 
spoiled brat who used to live down the 
street - it leaves you with mouth agape as it 
zooms by in its Lexus. - D.K.C. Hemenway 
Theatre, UH Manoa Campus: Wed 2/9 - Sun 
2/13, 6 & 8:15 p.m. $3.50. 956- 6468 
'e The Secret Garden Agnieszka Holland's 
(Europa, Europa) inlpeccably cast, darkly 
hued version of this tale avoids many pitfalls: 
sentimentality, cuteness, valentine-pretty 
visuals and Hollywood sweetness and light. 
Instead, the director has pulled off a quiet 
triumph, creating a deeply involving fable of 
childhood and its attendant terrors and joys. 
Unconventionally beautiful, the film faces 
both the shadows and sunlight of human 
experience - and leaves out little . 
Hemenway Theatre, UH Manoa Campus: 
Mon 2/14 - Sun 2/20, 6 & 8:15 p.m. $3.50 
956-6468 � 
'e Snow Country (1957) Based on tl1e novel 
by Nobel Prize-winning writer Yasunari 
Kawabata, Snow Country is a delicate 
portrait of an ill-conceived love affair set in 
tl1e spectacular mountain scenery of northern 
Japan. Director Shiro Toyoda was warned 
that Kawabata would be near inlpossible to 
translate to film. He promptly went out and 
created a classic. Academy Theatre, 900 S. 
Beretania St.: Thur 2/10, & Fri 2/11 ,  7:30 
p.m.; matinee, Thur 2/10, 1 p.m. $4. 532-
8768 

Music 
Concerts 
Bach's Lunch A free, weekly brown-bag 
concert series by organist Canon John S. 
McCreary. On me progran1 this week: Bach's 
Prelude and Fugue in C, Vierne's Arabesque 
and more. St. Andrew's Cathedral, Queen 
Emma Sq.: Fri 2/1 1, 12:10 p.m. Free. 524-
2822 
The Best of American Musicals This first 
installment in a Hawaii Public Radio concert 
series of "The Best of American Musical 
Theater" will highlight works from the first 
50 years of this century, with particular focus 
on tl1e music of Victor Herbe1t, Jerome Kern 
and Kurt Weill. Selections include "Mack the 
Knife," "Toyland" and "The Way You Look 
Tonight. "  Featured singers include Cheryl 
Bartlett, Kalani Brady, Carolyn Heitzman, 

Continued on Page 10 
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Music 

What do punk legends the Ramones do to celebrate 
their 20th anniversary? Cut an album of '60s 
psychedelic covers , of course . 

Three 
Chord 
History 

magine being a Ramone, one 
of the black-jacketed godfa
thers of punk, fast-forward 
tutor to a generation of rock 'n' 
roll babies. 

Even drummer Marky 
Ramone, who first joined the 

band in 1978,  still seems a little 
blown away by it a l l .  "It 's so 
incredible that I can't even analyze 
it," Marky says over the phone 
from Brooklyn, his New Yawk 
drawl matched by a honking traffic 
serenade in the background. "If I 
try, it just gets so crazy." 

D E R E K  F E R R A R  
In 1974, when the Carpenters, 

the Eagles and "Kung Fu Fighting" 
ruled the American pop landscape, 
the working-class kids who would 
become the Ramones were doing 
what they'd always done: hanging 
around Queens in their motorcycle 
jackets, black jeans and high tops. 
"We were teens," says Marky, a 
longtime friend of the original 
Ramones who played with Richard 
Hell and the Voidoids before 
replacing early Ramones drummer 
Tommy. (Ramones members, 
though not genetically related, have 
all  assumed the family name, 
derived from Paul McCartney's 
stage name in the Silver Beatles.) 
"We had no jobs, nothing to do, so 
we started a band." 

Following in the gritty foot
steps of Bowery bands like the 
Velvet Underground and the New 
York Dolls, their goal was to 
provide themselves and their 
friends with an antidote to the 
hegemony  of syrupy o v er 
production and self-indulgent 
Framptonesque soloing. The band, 
Marley says, 'just put an onslaught 
of energy and power into the 
music. We were all sick of disco 
and fusion; we wanted to do two
to three-minute songs, the essence 
of what rock is." 

Rock 'n' role models: the Ramones 

nation of the jaded. 
"Nobody's gonna like you 

guys," Hilly Kristal, the owner of 
CBGB - the East Village dive that 
roared - reputedly told the band 
after its first gig at the club, "but 
I ' ll have you back." 

At CBGB the Ramones, 
together with bands like Blondie, 
the Talking Heads and Television, 
became the vanguard of a move
ment that would funda-mentally 
transform the develop-ment of 
rock. In his recently published 
Ramones: An American Band 
biographer Jim Bessman describe� 
a 1976 Ramones gig at the Round 
House in London as a concert that 
transformed an entire nation :  
Moshing i t  up in the revelatory pit 
that night were future members of 
bands like the Clash, Siouxsie and 
the Banshees, Generation X and, of 
course, the Sex Pistols (Bessman 
reports that Sid Vicious was so 
taken by the Ramones that he 
followed them around on the rest 
of their British tour). 

Marley says that by the time he 
joined the Ramones two years later 
- around the same time the band 
starred in the cult movie classic 
Rock 'n ' Roll High School - "the 
name 'Ramones' was a worldwide 
thing, but people in the music 
business still didn't want us to rock 
the boat." 

Now imagine being a Ramone 
two decades down the road. You're 
a legend instead of an upstart; a 
sizeable portion of your fans 
weren' t  even born when you first 
took the stage .  Punk is retro. 
Archetypically wasted lead singer 
Joey has gone clean and sober, for 
Chrissake, and now gets high off 
macrobiotics. (So much for live 
fast, die young.) 

"We still party till 5 or 6 in the 
morning, but now we remember 
what we did the next day," says 
Marley. 

The Ramones 

After Dark 

1130 N. Nimitz Hwy.: 

sun. 2/13 

Doors open at 7:30 p.m. 

Through the '80s the Ramones 
maintained a cultish presence. Still 
conspicuously absent from the 
airwaves, they changed personnel 
several times. (Marley himself left 

the band in 1983 to deal with 
alcohol problems; he was 
replaced by Richie, who 
traded places with Marky 
again in  1987 . In  1989 
original bassist and lyricist 
Dee Dee left to pursue a rap 
fantasy; he was replaced by 
C.J., an AWOL Marine, 
leaving Joey and guitarist 
Johnny as the remaining 
original members.) But a 
couple of years ago, when 
punk-influenced grunge hit 
the big bucks, suddenly 
everyone remembered that 
the Ramones started it all. 

"No group in the last 1 8  
years," proclaimed Spin 
magazine, "has been more 
important or influential." 

In their 20th-
anniversary year, with 2,000 gigs 
under their collective belts, the 
Ramones are square in the middle 
of a popular revival. Bessman's 
biography is out. The band was 
feted at CBGB 's 20-year 
anniversary old-home day and 
animated in an episode of "The 
Simpsons," and a number of 
young bands put together Gabba 
Gabba Hey, a tribute album of 
Ramones covers. 

Marley says it's ''very flattering" 
to be seen as such a prestigious 
punk. ''When we tour," he says, "a 
lot of bands say, ' If it wasn' t  for 
you guys . . .  ' And it makes me very 
happy that the magazines and other 
people in the industry agree." 

So what's the Ramones' career 
reaction to their reclaimed fame? 
They release Acid Eaters, which 
hit the stores in January, their own 
tribute to the psychedelic music 
they grew up with, featuring 
Ramonized covers of, among 
others, Dylan, the Stones, 
Creedence Clearwater Revival and 
the Jefferson Airplane, plus a 
handful of guest cameos by the 
likes of Pete Townsend (on his 
own "Substitute") and former 
underage porn star turned singer 
Traci Lords (on the Airplane's 
"Somebody to Love"). 

But wait a second. The 
Jefferson Airplane? Aren't punks 
supposed to hate hippies? 

"It was the English guys, the 
Sex Pistols and the Clash, who 
said that," Marky says. "The 
Ramones never said we hated 
hippies. The ' 6 0s was a very 
vibrant time, a time of substance 
- race issues, women's issues, 
psychological stuff. So a lot of 
bands have been copying the 
image with paisley and bell
bottoms or whatever, but it's style, 
not substance. So we thought we'd 
pay homage to the bands that 
started the real substance. With 
Acid Eaters, I feel like the Stones 
and other rock bands in the ' 60s 
who covered the old blues songs." 

So why does Marky think the 
band is receiving so much renewed 

attention after all these 
years, especially from new 
fans who are half the 
Ramones' age or less? "I 
have no idea," he says. 
"Maybe it's because we 
stuck to our guns and 
played what we always 

They sucked, of course, barely 
able to tune their instruments and 
frequently having to stop songs in 
the middle. But their breakneck 
tempos coupled with the antisenti
mental ism of their party-chant 
lyrics (the bedrock of classics like 
"Beat on the Brat," "Blitzkrieg 
Bop" and "I Wanna Be Sedated,") 
found resonance with the emerging 

Show at 8:15 p.m. 

$19.50 plus one-drink minimum 
played. The kids see that, 
and the people in  the 
business respect that. But 
I really don ' t  have an 533-2080 

answer." • 
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Kavin Higa, Annie Maclachlan and Steve 
Wagenseller, with accompaniment by pianist 
Warren Cohen. Atherton Peiforming Arts 
Studio, Hawaii Public Radio, 738 Kaheka St.: 
Fri 2 '11 & Sat 2112, 8 p.m. SE50. 955-8821 
Brazilian Carnival Party 1l1is fundraiser for 
Organizaci6n Latino Americana, a nonprofit 
Latin-culture group at Hawaii Pacific 
University, will feature dancing to the band 
Cache, pupus all night and a Bmzilian samba 
show. Queen Kapiok111i Hotel. 150 Kapahulu 
A\'c.: Fri 2'11 , ., p.111. 15. 682-5101 
The Breeders See \fusic Pick 011 Page 7 . 
Brooks and Dunn In case you\'e been out 
on the rJnge awhile. hopped-up country has 
replaced gmnge as the music indusuy"s :\ew 
Big Thing (maybe we should call it '·tonk
core"), and cowboy line dancing has become 
the electric slide of the '90s. Among the 
hottest stars of the trend is this duo, whose 
1991 debut album, Brnnd New Man, 
featuring the transparent toe-tapper "Boot 
Scootin' Boogie," went triple platinum with 
sales well over 2 million, making it the most 
successful first album by a country duo ever. 
Lnsuccessful solo artisL, until �aslwille Arista 
Records honcho Tim DuBois brought them 
together as a twosome, Ronnie Dunn (6 foot 
4, 39) and Kix Brooks (6 foot 2, 37, Stetson) 
are now riding high on the heel-toe hog, 
with a host of country-music awards under 
their hand-tooled belt, and a second album, 
Haid Workin' Man. 1l1is is dance-country all 
the way, so don·t go to the show expectin' 
Hank Williams ballads or deep back-country 
philosophizin'. Says Brooks, "We leave the 
profundity to Billy Ray Cyrus." Richardson 
Field, Pearl Harbor, across from Aloha 
Stadium: Fri 211 1 ,  Doors open at 6 p.m.; 
show at 7:30. $22.50. 533-8828 
Faust Hawaii Opera Theatre's second 
production of the season is Charles Gounod's 
operatic rendering of Goethe's version of the 
legend, which paints Faust as a modern, 
learned man who makes an active choice to 
sell his soul. Blaisdell Concert Hall. 777 
Ward Ave.: Wed 2/9, 7:30 p.m.; Fri 2/11 ,  8 
p.m.; Sun 2/13, 4 p.m. & Tue 2/15, 7:30 p.m. 
$20 - $65. 59-0PERA 
Honolulu Marimba Ensemble A trio of 
Honolulu Symphony percussionists perform 
arrangements for xylophone and marimba in 
this free concert, part of the nonprofit Music 
Projects Honolulu's "Music to the People" 
community concert series. Windward 
Community College, 75-720 Keaahala Rd., 
Kaneohe: Sun 2/13, 1:30 p.m. Free. 521-7958 
Ho'omau The star-studded local lineup for 
this benefit for Oahu's Hawaiian language 
immersion programs includes Loyal Garner, 
the Makaha Sons, Ho'okena, Rabi Kahakalau 
with Ernie Cmz and Kimo Bell, Na Hoku Pa, 
Roddy Lopez and friends and others, with 
hula from Halau Hula 'o Na Pualei o 
Likolehua and Halau Hula 'o Kawaili'ula. 
Waikiki Shell, Kapiolani Park: Sat 2/12, 4:15 -
9:30 p.m. $10.75 - $12.75; children under 10 
free. 696-9256 
Johnny Mathis What to say about this living 
legend of romantic song, who will be here 
for a Valentine's-weekend show? Let's just 
stick to the astounding facts of his 35-year, 
100-album career: Songs like "Chances Are," 
"The Twelfth of Never" and his rendition of 
"Misty" have made him the third best-selling 
recording artist since 1955, ranking just 
behind Elvis and Sinatra and just ahead of 
the Beatles. He is one of only five artists who 
had top-40 hits in every decade from the '50s 
to the '80s. His 1958 LP Johnny's Greatest Hits 
(one of the first "greatest hits" records ever) 
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spent 4 70 consecutive weeks on the 
Billboard top-selling-album chart, earning it a 
place in the Guiness Book of Wolid Records. 
So if a croon makes you swoon, head on 
down. After all, you can't argue with the 
stats. Blaisdell Arena, 777 Ward Ave.: Sat 
2/12. 8 p.111. $20 - $30. 521-2911 
The Ramones See sto1y on Page 9 
Edward Shipwright Pianist Shipwright 
presents a progrJm of Beethoven, Chopin, 
Copland and Ravel. Orois Auditorium, UH 
Manoa campus: Sat 2/12, 8 p.m. $5. 956-7235 
Strings Plus Wind A free concert by tl1is 
quartet of musicians from the dormant 
Honolulu Symphony. Borders Books and 
Music, Waikele Shopping Center, 94-821 
Lumiaina St.: Sat 2/12, 11 a.m. - noon. Free. 
521-7958 
Valentine's Concert The local pan flute 
and synthesizer duo of Brad White and 
Pierre Grill perform numbers from their latest 
release, Voyage. Borders Books and Music, 
Waikele Shopping Center, 94-821 Lumiaina 
St.: Fri 2/11, 7 - 9 p.m. Free. 676-6699 

Club Acts 
Band schedules are subject to change. Please 
call venues for latest infonnation. 

Alternative 
ANNA BANNANAS, 2440 S. Beretania St. 946-
5190. Wed: Gene Pool 
THE COCKY TOAD, 3160 Koapaka St 299-
7191. Fri & Sat: Back Door. 10:30 p.m. -
close 
JARON'S RESTAURANT KAILUA, 201-A 
Hamakua Dr. 261-4600. Fri & Sat: Crossover. 
MOOSE MCGILLYCUDDrS, 1035 University 
Ave. 944-5525. Wed: Elvis 77. 
NO NAME BAR, 131 Hekili St. 261-8725. Fri: 
Monkey Pie. 
SHARK'S CAFE, 2535 Coyne St. 94-SHARK. 
Tbur: Monkey Pie. 
WAVE WAIKIKI, 1877 Kalakaua Ave. 941-
0424. Wed -Sun: Sticks and Stones. 

Blues 
CAFE SISTINA, 1314 S. King St. 526-0071 .  
Sat: Backstreet. 
JARON'S RESTAURANT KAILUA, 201-A 
Hamakua Dr. 261-4600. Tbur: Mojo Hand. 

Continued on Page 12 
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Theater 

The University of Hawaii's drama department -
an international leader in the field of Asian theater 
- presents the Western premiere of a post
revolutionary Beijing opera . 

Cultural 
Revolutio 

t may surprise you to learn that 
there is one area of theater in 
which Hawai i  actually 
surpasses the rest of the United 
States, perhaps even the rest of 
the Western Hemisphere. Yes, 
it's true: Some the very finest 

Asian theater in the whole country 
is created right here in Honolulu by 
the University of Hawaii's drama 

L E R O Y T H O M S O N 
department. Even scholars from the 
more familiar giants of theater such 
as UCLA, Yale, Harvard and 
Oxford quickly confess that UH 
Manoa provides the best training 
and performance of Asian theater 
avai l able in America. Why? 
Because UH has garnered some of 
the most respected experts in the 
field, like Elizabeth Wichmann, a 
UH professor and disciple of 
Beijing opera, who will bring the 
Western premiere of the revolu
tionary opera Shajiabang: Spark 
Amid the Reeds to Kennedy 
Theater starting Friday night. 

You can count on one hand the 
number of American universities 
and theater organizations that have 
ever produced Beij ing opera, a 
particularly complex form of 
theater which comprises hundreds 
of ancient traditions of storytelling, 
dance, music, song and acting. 
These intricate traditions cannot 
practically be relayed to Western 
actors in the meager time allotted 
by a normal rehearsal schedule, so 
UH actual ly hired masters of 
Beijing opera to drill more than 70 
students in the intricacies of the art 
form in classes conducted during 
the fall semester to prepare them 
for the production of Shajiabang. 

Brian Wake, one of the 
fortunate students in the pro
duction, says of the experience, 

' ' , , 

"Last year I had to portray over 14 
different characters in the play 
Baltimore Waltz, but that was not 
nearly as difficult as portraying the 
one character I now do in 
Shajiabang." 

What makes Beijing opera so 
demanding is its focus on stylized 
delivery. Imagine combining the 
rigors of ballet, opera and 
Shakespearian oratory into a single 
action or speech, then imagine 
these demands multiplied geo
metrically for a huge cast, and 
you' 11 begin to appreciate the 
grandeur of the genre. 

"In China," says master actress 
Madame Shen Xiaomei, one of the 
experts brought over by UH, "fans 
will go to see severa l  different 
companies perform the same play, 
frequently just to  catch their 
favorite character or passage -
how well did this company get it, 
how closely did this performer 
achieve the ideal? In the West, we 
frequently feel pressured to per
form each production radically 
differently from the last - you 
want to see new interpretations 
each time. Chinese seek the perfec
tion of a single performance." 

Shen, Wichmann's longtime 
instructor and personal friend, has 
been awarded China's highest 
achievement award for acting and 
is the disciple of Mei Lanfang, 
perhaps the greatest master of 
Beijing opera 

Shajiabang: Spark 

·Amid the Reeds 

Kennedy Theatre 
UH Manoa campus 
2/11, 12, 17'  18 & 19, 

S p.m. 
2/20, 2 p.m. 
$10 
956-7655 

in this century. Her partner, Lu 
Genzhang, also came over to teach 
the UH actors. Bui l t  l ike an 
Olympic gymnast, this star of 
China's stage has over 100 roles at 
his fingertips; growing up in 
Jiangsu province, he played roles 
from the opera on the playground 
the same way we might play cops 
and robbers. 

"It may sound strange to say 
this," says Lisa Omoto, a costume
design student who leaped at the 
chance to be trained as a performer 
for this unique production, "but the 
performance demands - hitting 
your note just so as you tum you 
wrist just so and the chime sounds 
- all that has freed me as an 
actress. It's liberating." 

Such is the paradox of highly 
conventional ized forms of 
performance : The structure of 
B ach can a t  times be more 
releasing than jazz; the strenuously 
rehearsed moves of ballet can at 
times be more freeing than a street 
jam. But such an enl ightening 
experience simply isn't possible 
for companies on the Mainland 
who try to throw together a Beijing 
opera in two months. Only the 
kind of intense work Shen, 
Wichmann and Lu have done with 
the UH students over the past 
seven months could bring a young 
actress such an awareness. 

Ironically, Shajiabang itself, a 
"revolutionary" opera of modem 
China, was actually written more 
recently than, say, Albee's Who '.\'  
Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 
Originally created in the Shanghai
opera style, the piece was adapted 
into a Beijing opera at the request 
of Chairman Mao's wife, Jiang 
Qing. After spending extended 
time with the military and in a 
reedy marsh, the Beijing Opera 
Company of Beijing first presented 
the play in 1964 as a "model" 
revolutionary opera, a piece that 
subsequent revolutionary operas 
were expected to emulate. After 
the opera's premiere, it was Mao 
himself who suggested that the 
village name Shajiabang be added 
to the title to honor the town 
portrayed in the opera as a haven 
for wounded Communist soldiers. 

The opera's plot might remind 
you of World War II propaganda 
movies - full of evil Japanese, 
saintly peasants and crusading 
freedom fighters - but then 
Western opera, too, frequently fails 
in the plot department. The great 
attraction of Beijing opera is not 
the plot anyway but the constant 
motion, color and sound; it's as if 
you were suddenly transported to a 
distant universe of passion and 
wonder. Beijing opera makes no 
a ttempt toward naturalism (a 
decadent Western concept any
way) but strives for a timeless 
ardor and epic truth. It is not an 
entertainment just for the educated 
elite but for all people with eyes, 
ears and soul. 

Wichmann, who translated as 
well as  directed Shajiabang, 
stresses that although "Americans 
have revered the ancient dramas, I 

think new art deserves just as 
much respect as the old. I hope 
a u d i e nc e s  w i l l  g i v e  t h i s  
premiere a chance." 

This is  the first time 
Shajiabang has ever been 
performed outside of China 
and, thanks to UH, probably 
the best possible production 
you could hope to see outside 
of Beijing. • 

Beautiful Women 
Do Not Go to 
Singles Bars 

T
he truly beautiful woman, who finds herself single, 
does not go to singles bars. But she is out there. 
And she would love to meet that special man. 

If you are a single, successful man and are interested 
in having a special lady in your life. call Shalaine. Or, if 
you're that special lady, Shalaine will introduce you to a 
man worthy of you. 

( Do not confuse this with dating services. There are no 
embarrassing videos. No si l ly questions. No awkward 

Sharon "Sbalaine· Young moments. 
Shala1nc. Hawaii 's  only Matchmaker. wants to personally assist you in meeting the 

right person for a lasting relationship. You'll find her to be friendly, understanding and 
professional For a private, confidential appointment. with no obligation, call Shalaine 
today. 

Shalaine International , Inc. 
808-94 1 -5 7 99 

Shalaine International, Inc. i s  affiliated with American Singles, a 
nationwide non-profit organization 

Jlutfwr, 'Ezyforer, Sliamanofogist, Pfiifosopfie.r 

�,•111c1 M.cKtttiv. 
� Magic � 

Maui 'Weekf,nd 
W O R K S H O P  

February 25-27 
Lively Weekend Exploration of  the Unfold ing Drama of  the 
Human Fami ly's Entry I nto Hyperspace. Psychedl ics, 
Virtual Reality, and the Transformative Power of Magic and 
Language Set the Tone at This Beautiful Beach Location. 

FOR INFORMATION CALL 
808. 572.2733. FAX. 808. 572.5079 
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KENNEDY THEATRE presents: 

1 Spark Amid 
, the Reeds ,, 

US premiere of a landmark modern 
revolutionary Beijing opera set in 
war-torn China in the 1 930s 

Feb 11, 12*, 17, 18, 19-Spm 
Feb 20-2pm *Signed performance 

Tickets on sale Jan 3 1  
at  Box Office and 
UHM Campus Center: 
$ 10  Regular; $8 Stu
dents, Seniors, Mili
tary, UH Faculty/Staff; 
$3 UH Manoa stu
dents in person only 
with Spring photo ID 
Tickets also at Con
nection outlets and 
Connection 24-hour 
phone I i  ne 545-4000 
(service charges apply) 

' I  

THE 3RD ANNUAL BLACK HISTORY OF THE BLUES 

FRIDAY 
MAR 4  
�DAY 

5 
':!I 
7:30 PM 

Tickets: $ 15 Students / $ 18  General 
$25 Golden Circle 

\ 

---.... �� 

MAIL ORDER: Send SASE with check payable to 
Hawaii Black Histo_ry Committee, 47-431 Hui Nene 

St., Kaneohe, HI 96744. Include your phone number 
ticket type and date of show. For info, call 239-81 12'. 

TICKET OUTLETS (slorting Wed. Feb. 9): Rainbow Books 
(UH, Windward Mo.!!, Enchanted Lakes), .Hungry Ear, JR's 

House of Music I ne Callee Line, UHM Camf)US Center'. 
Or charge by phone from the Connection at 545-4000. 

sponsored by � HOJC,OII 
Produced by the Hawaii Block Hi,to,y 0,,nmittee as a benelit fur Hawaii Mist, in the Schools, Inc. 
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Colorprints, 
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The leading edge 

in Custom 
Photo Lab Services 

IOSI Waimanu St. 
Honolulu, HI 96814 

Tel S91 ·2836 Fax S91 ·2849 

"We saved $2800 on our new car." 

24-hour touch lone hot-line provides 
dealer invoice cost (what rhe dealer 
real� paid for the car), secrer rebare 
information and negolialion 
strategies. 

Automotive Experts 
Non-Profit Consumer Information Service 

Recommended By 
Motor Trend Magazine 

D i a l  9 0 0 - 7 7 2 - 3 4 7 7  
First minute rree SI 95 eo odd mm Average coll 5 m111utes 
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SAND ISLAND R & B, 197 Sand Island 
Access Rd. 847-500 1 .  Wed: Blues Jam. 
Sat: Mojo Hand. 

Contemporary 
ANDREW'S RESTAURANT. Ward Centre, 
1200 Ala Moana Blvd. 523-8677. \f'ed - Sat· 
Mahi Beamer. 
BANDJTOS CANTINA, 98-151 Pali Mom.i. -i88-
8888. \\'ed Mango 3 
CAPTAIN'S TABLE LOUNGE, Hawaiian 
Waikiki Beach Hotel, 2570 Kalakaua Al'e. 
922-2511. Sun - Tue: Joanie Komatsu. 
CHART HOUSE, 1765 Ala Moana Blvd. 941-
6669. Alon - Wed· Tito Berinobis. 8:30 p.m. 
Tue & T/m1: Lance Orlllo. 5 - 8 p.m. Wed: 
Brado. 5 - 8 p.m. Thur: Dean & Dean. 8:30 
p.m. - 12:30 a.m. Fri: Tito Berinobis. 5 - 8 
p.m. Fri & Sat- Dean & Dean. 8:30 p.m. - 1 
a.m. Su11. Brado. 5:30 - 8:30 p.m. Dean & 
Dean. 9 p.m. - 12:30 a.m. Mon: Dean & 
Dean. 5 - 8 p.m. 
COMPADRES, Ward Centre, 1200 Ala Moana 
Blvd. 523-1307. Sun, Tue & Wed: Rudy 
Ochoco. 
CUPID'S LOUNGE, Outrigger Prince Kuhio, 
2500 Kuhio Ave. 922-0811. Thur: TITO. 
ESPRrr NIGHTCWB, Sheraton Waikiki, 2255 
Kalakaua Ave. 922-4422 .  Tue - Sat: 
Bernadette and The New Sensation. Sun & 
Mon: Honolulu. 
HORATIO'S, Ward Warehouse, 1050 Ala 
Moana Blvd. 521-5002. Sat: Nelda Alvarez. 
JOHN DOMINIS, 43 Ahui St. 523-0955. Sat: 
Nightwing. 
LOS CHILES, Kailua Town Center 262-1818. 
Fri & Sat: Blackpoint 
MAHINA LOUNGE, Ala Moana Hotel, 410 
Atkinson Dr. 955-4811 .  Wed - Sat: Danny 
Dez. 5 · 7:30 p.m. Sun-Wed Joe Kingston 
& Benedict Llmahai. 8 - 1 1  p.m. Thur-Sat: 
Bobby Gonzales & David Nico. 8 - 11 p.m. 
MALIA'S CANTINA, 311 I.ewers St. 922-7808. 
Thur: Richard Natto. 
MONTEREY BAY CANNERS · WARD, 1200 
Ala Moana Blvd. 536-6197. Fri: Jon 
Basebase. 5 - 8 p.m. 
NICK'S FISHMARKET, 2070 Kalakaua Ave. 
Thur - Sat: Blondage. 
PIZZA BOB'S, Restaurant Row, 500 Ala 
Moana Blvd. 532-46oo. Sat: Danny Dez. 
SALSA RITA'S, Restaurant Row, 500 Ala 
Moana Blvd. 536-4828. Sat: Scott Williams. 
SUNSET LANAI LOUNGE, The New Otani 
Kaimana Beach Hotel, 2863 Kalakaua Ave. 
923-1555. Sat -Mon & Wed: Tim Bogdan. 
THE VILLAGE ESPRESSO, 1249 Wilder Ave. 
523-2326. Thur: Open Mic Night. 

Country/Folk 
ALOHA BAR, Outrigger East Hotel, 1 50 
Kaiulani Ave. 922-5353. Tue - Sun: LD. Ray. 
BANDITOS CANTINA, 98-151  Pali Momi. 
488-8888. Thur: Bryan Huddy. 
IRISH ROSE SALOON, 227 I.ewers St. 924-
7711. Sun & Mon: One People. 
JOLLY ROGERS EAST, 150 Kaiulani Ave. 
923-2 172. Thur - Sat: Bryan and Julie 
Huddy. 
KUHIO SALOON, 2200 Kuhio Ave. 926-2054. 
Mon: John Lathrop. 
OLD COMPANY, 2256 Kuhio Ave. 923-3373. 
Sun: John Lathrop. 
SOMEPLACE ELSE, 33 Aulike St. 263-8833. 
Tue: Bryan and Julie Huddy. 10 p.m. - 1 :30 
a.m. 

Guitar 
BEACHCOMBER RESTAURANT, 2300 
Kalakaua Ave. 922-4646. Sun: Wayne 
Takamine. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
JARON'S RESTAURANT KAILUA, 201-A 
Hamakua Dr. 261-4600. Mon: Baird 
Brittingham. 5 · 9 p.m. 
MAHINA LOUNGE, Ala Moana Hotel, 410 
Atkinson Dr. 955-4811 .  Wed - Sat: Danny 
Dez. 5 - 7:30 p.m. Sun - Wed: Joe Kingston 
& Benedict Llmahai. 8 - 11 p.m. 
MEZZANINE RESTAURANT, 2045 Kalakaua 
Ave. 955-6000. Tbur&Sat: Kimo Bicoy. 
ROY'S RESTAURANT, 6600 Kalanianaole 
Hwy. 396-7697. Sat. Robert Moderow. 
SHIP'S TAVERN RESTAURANT, Sheraton 
Moana Surfrider, 2353 Kalakaua Ave. 922-
3111. Mon - Sat: Winston Tan. Sun: Wayne 
Takamine. 
VENUS CAFE, 130 Kailua Rd. 263-9008. Mou 
- Thur: Lee Eisenstein. 

Hawaiian 
BANYAN VERANDA, Sheraton Moana 
Surfrider, 2353 Kalakaua Ave. 922-3111 .  Mon 
- Fri: William Woods. 8 - 1 1  p.m. Wed: 
Owana Salai.ar Trio. 5 - 8 p.m. Tue & Thur: 
Ryan Tang. 2 - 4:30 p.m. Thur: lihau. 5 - 8 
p.m. Fri: Greg Sardinha Trio. 5 - 8 p.m. 

Mon & Fri: Leon Siu. 2 - 4:30 p.m. Sat: 
Hawaiian Paradise. 5 - 8 p.m. Sat & Sun: 
Bonnie Gearheart. 8 - 11 p.m. Sun & Tue: 
Ho'olaua'e. 5 - 8 p.m. Wed & Sun: Kimo 
Bicoy. 2 - 4:30 p.m. Mon: Waikiki Surf 
Serenaders. 5 - 8 p.m. 
CAPTAIN'S TABLE LOUNGE, Hawaiian 
Waikiki Beach Hotel, 2570 Kalakaua Ave. 
922-2511 .  Flt &Sat. Island Rhythms. 
COASTERS. Pier 7, Honolulu Harbor 52+ 
2233. Thur  - Sat: Jon Osorio & Steve 
Brown. 5:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
DUKE'S CANOE CLUB, Outrigger Waikiki 
Hotel, 2335 Kalakaua Ave. 923-0711 .  Mon
Tbur: Jonah Cummings. 4 - 6 p.m. & 10 
p.m. - midnight. Fri: Moe Keale Trio. q - 6 
p.m. Fri & Sat: Haumea Warrington. 10 
p.m. - midnight. Sat.· Ledward Kaapana & I 
Kona. ·i - 6 p.m. Sun: Henry Kapono. ·I - 6 
p.m. Jonah Cummings. 10 p.m. - midnight. 
FAST EDDIE'S, 52 Oneawa St. 261-8561. Sat: 
Tropical Knights. 
HAWAIIAN HUT, 410 Atkinson Dr. 941-5205. 
Fri & Sat: Willie K. 
HOUSE WITHOUT A KEY LOUNGE, 
Halekulani, 2199 Kalia Rd. 923-2311 .  Wed, 
Fri & Sat: Hiram Olsen Trio. 5 - 8:30 p.m. 
Sun - Tue & Thur:· The Islanders. 5 - 8:30 
p.m. 
JARON'S RESTAURANT KAILUA, 201-A 
Hamakua Dr. 261-46oo. Sun: Hawaiian Duo. 
10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
MALIA'S CANTINA, 311 I.ewers St. 922-7808. 
Fri & Sat: Ho'Aloha. 
NICK'S FISHMARKET, 2070 Kalakaua Ave. 
Mon - Wed· Nohelani Cypriano. 
PARADISE LOUNGE, Hilton Hawaiian 
Village, 2005 Kalia Rd. 949-4321. Fri & Sat: 
Olomana. 
PEARLRIDGE CENTER, 231 Pearlridge 
Center 488-0981. Fri: Ohe'o. 
ROYAL HAWAIIAN HOTEL, 2259 Kalakaua 
Ave. 923-73 1 1 .  Tue: Keith & Carmen 
Haugen. 5:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
SEA LION CAFE, Sea Life Park, 4 1-202 
Kalan.ianaole Hwy. 259-7933. Fri: Hapa. 
SUNSET LANAI LOUNGE, The New Otani 
Kaimana Beach Hotel, 2863 Kalakaua Ave. 
923-1555. Fri: Arthur Lyman. 
WARD CENTRE, 1200 Ala Moana, 531-6411. 
Wed & Thur: Alaka'i. Fri & Sat: Pacific Blu. 

Jazz 
CAFE SISTINA, 1314 S. King St. 526-0071 .  
Sat: Alisa Randolph. 9:30 - 12 a.m. Sun: 
Alisa Randolph. "Jazz Jam Session . "  
Musicians welcome. 3:30 - 6:30 p.m. 
COFFEE GALLERY, Hawai i  Kai Town 
Center. 396-9393. Sat· C.001 Breeze. 
HANATEI BISTRO, 6650 Kalanianaole Hwy. 
396-0m. Fri: Greg Pai Trio. 
JARON'S RESTAURANT KAILUA 201-A 
Hamakua Dr. 261-4600. Mon & Tue: Bill Cox 
and Friends. 3:30 - 6 p.m. 
LEWERS LOUNGE, Halekulani, 2199 Kalia 
Rd. 923-231 L Wed - Fri: loretta Ables Trio. 
RAMSAY GAWRIES & CAFE, 1128 Smith 
St. 537-ARTS. Sat: Mike Lewis. "Mike's Jazz 
Birthday Party." 2 - 5 p.m. 
ROY'S RESTAURANT, 6600 Kalanianaole 
Hwy. 396-7697. Thur: Joanne & Friends. 
WAIKIKI BROILER, 200 I.ewers St. 923-8836. 
Tue -Sat: The Edge. 

Piano 
FRESCO, Ward Centre, 1200 Ala Moana 
Blvd. 591-8992. Fri - Mon: Carol Williams. 
6 - 9  p.m. 
LEWERS LOUNGE, Halekulani, 2199 Kalia 
Rd. 923-231 L Sun & Mon: Billy Kurch. 
LOBBY BAR, Hawaiian Regent Hotel, 2552 
Kalakaua Ave. 922-661 1. Thur - Sat: Rene 
Paulo. 5 - 9 p.m. 
MAHINA LOUNGE, Ala Moana Hotel, 410 
Atkinson Dr. 955-481 L Thur - Sat: Bobby 
Gonzales & David Nico. 8 - 11 p.m. Sun
Tue: Ruben Yap. 5 - 7:30 p.m. 
MICHEL'S, Colony Surf Hotel, 2895 
Kalakaua Ave. 923-6552. Wed - Fri: Les 
Peetz. 
W.C. PEACOCK RESTAURANT, Sheraton 
Moana Surf rider, 2353 Kalakaua. 922-311 L 
Thur -Sun: Bob Nelson. 

Rock 
ANNA BANNANAS, 2440 S. Beretania St. 
946-5190. Thur: North American Bush 
Band. 
COCONUT WILLIE'S, International 
Marketplace, 2230 Kalakaua Ave. 923-9454. 
Fri & Sat: Watusi!. '50s & '60s 
FAST EDDIE'S, 52 Oneawa St. 261-8561 . 
Thur: The Renovators. 
KENTO'S, Hyatt Regency Waikiki, 2424 
Kalakaua Ave. 923-7400. Tue: The Fabulous 
Classic. 

Continued on Page 14 



Sports . 

In Ultimate you have to be everything: 
point guard, power forward, quarterback, 
wide receiver - even referee . 

t's controlled mayhem with a 
Frisbee - a choreographed 
fast break, a competi tive 
ballet .  It 's a sport called 
illtimate, and the flying thing 
is called a disc, not a Frisbee, 
thank you very much. Created 

in 1974 by a group of New Jersey 
high-school students who wanted a 
game that would combine the 
skills and strategies of their 
favorite sports, this hybrid has the 
explosiveness of football, the 
speed of soccer and the athleticism 
of basketball .  Played by two 
seven-member teams on a field 
similar to its gridiron cousin, the 
object of illtimate is to get into the 
end zone. The defenses used to 
stop this from happening are 
reminiscent of the man-to-man and 
zone coverages implemented by 
the NFL's best. 

From there the sport borrows 
heavily from basketball, except 
that the disc can be advanced only 

D A V I D  K .  C H O O  

by throwing. A player can run as 
far as necessary to catch a disc and 
stop his or her forward momen
tum. Having caught it, the player 
must then plant a foot on which to 
pivot and has 10 seconds to throw 
the disc to someone else. Moving 
the pivot foot or keeping the disc 
too long results in a turnover. 
Body contact is not allowed. You 
can commit fouls, but you can't 
foul out. 

Last but not least, there is the 
skill of handling the disc itself. 
Using three different throws -
overhead, backhand and forehand 
-- the accomplished Ultimate 
player can achieve a speed and 
accuracy that will astound the 
average park-Frisbee enthusiast. 
The well-thrown disc is a stunning 

contrast to the breakneck action, 
and it's one of the things that make 
this combo-sport a truly original 
product. "There are times when 
you throw it jus t  right," says 
Gumby, a tax attorney and 
longtime player. "You take into 
account the wind, the speed of the 
receiver, and you deliver it right on 
the mark. It's a wonderful feeling." 

Although rookies may be 
asked to be defensive specialists or 
to run deep routes until their 
throwing  s k i l l s  deve lop ,  i n  
illtimate you're eventually asked 
to do it all: to be point guard and 
power forward, quarterback and 
wide receiver. "I've never played a 
team sport with so many little 
personal victories," says Gumby. 
"It's an addiction. You're running 
after the disc, and you know that if 
you take one more step or get a 
just a little bit of wind, you can 
catch it." 

At the core of Ultimate is a 
sort of bushido code of fair play 
called "the spirit of the game." 
According to this  code it is the 
players on the field who control 
the game, making their own calls 
and settling any on-field disputes. 
Part act of chivalry, part act of 
faith, this aspect of the game 
fosters an atmosphere of fair play 
which is light-years away from the 
ranting-and-raving world of 
Lombardi sportsmanship .  "We 
have a saying that the disc never 
lies," says Gumby. "It's all karma. 
If you make a bad call to gain 
possession of the disc, it's almost 
guaranteed that you' 11 throw it 
away on the next play." 

'The Spirit of the Game" per
meates the sport at every level, 
from the playing field (which is 
refreshingly devoid of trash
talking) to the spectators on the 
sidelines, who resemble a cross 

Ultimatespeak 
You 've got your cleats, you've 

got your disc. You might be able to 
walk the walk, but can you talk the 
talk? If not, here's some help. 

Backhand Throw Throwing 
with palm down, bringing the disc 
across your body and releasing it 
in front of you. 

Bap Defensive block (hand 
bap or foot bap). 

Force A defensive strategy 
that pressures the throw to a 
specific area/side of the field. 

Forehand or Two Finger 
Throw Throwing the disc with 

palm up, releasing off the middle 
finger with a snap of the wrist. 

Getting Hairy Sacrificing 
your body, giving it your all. Cf. 
Awesome Hairy Catch and Awe
some Hairy Bap 

Going Ho A horizontal move 
down field. 

Hammer or Tomato Throw 
Releasing the disc over your head. 

Huck Long throw. 
The Mark Defensive player 

executing a force. 
Pull The throw that begins a 

point, similar to a kickoff. 

between company picnickers and 
veteran Deadheads. "There's an 
underground culture associated 
with the sport," says Laura, a 
production manager at a local 
television station. "We have people 
who recycle, vegetarians . . .  people 
who pick up their litter. There's a 
common thread we share. 

"Our league is  l i sted in the 
national Ultimate Players' Asso
ciation newsletter, and people 
passing through town often join 
in," adds Laura. 'They just call up, 
and the next thing you know, 
we' re all out there playing to
gether. It's the 'disc spirit' thing. 
You can travel across the country, 
or Europe for that matter, playing 
illtimate." 

"We have doctors, nurses, 
teachers, lawyers, carpenters - all 
types of people. But you only 
know them by what they do on the 
field," says Gumby. "One day I 
saw one of our players downtown, 
all dressed up in a suit and tie. I 
almost walked right past him. I 
said, 'Hey, I didn't recognize you 
with all those clothes on . '  The 
woman with him made some 
funny faces." 

In 1 99 1  the Hawaii Ultimate 
League Association (HULA) 
unofficially celebrated 10 years of 
illtimate in Hawaii .  No one is sure 
exactly when the sport made it to 
Hawaii's shores, but legend has it 
that it was started up in the late 
' 70s by a bunch of UH Manoa 
graduate students. 

"A group started playing at 
Kapiolani Park," says Mondo, a 
sales representative and one of the 
grand poobahs of Hawaii illtimate. 
"Eventually there was an influx of 
Mainland people, then more locals 
took up the game. Pretty soon we 
h a d  ano ther  g roup  on  the  
Wmdward side, and the two teams 
were meeting for matches at 
Kapiolani Park." 

Today HULA, which boasts 
three men' s  and two women's 
teams, has grown into a legitimate 
league, replete with logo and non
profit status (achieved shortly after 
Gumby received her law degree) . 
In addition to its year-round play 
at Kapiolani Park and educational 
programs at  Hawa i i  pub l i c  
schools, HULA sponsors the 
Kaimana Klassik, an annual 
tournament which the national 
association has sanctioned as a 
five-star tournament, the highest 
rating available. With teams from 
Japan and Europe participating, 
this year's tournament (Feb. 19 -
20) at the Mokuleia polo fields, 
featuring eight women's and 1 2  
men's teams, will be HULA's first 
truly international affair. "It' s  a 
wonderful setting," says Gumby. 
"The water, the mountains . . .  The 
Mainland teams are blown away 
by i t  all . Hawaii i s  truly the 
ultimate in Ultimate." With time 
running down before the tour
nament, Gumby is worried that 
they may not have enough 
translators for the Japanese teams. 
But if there's enough of that "disc 
spirit thing" floating around, 
she probably  has nothing to 
worry about. • 

The Kaimana 

Klassik VII 

Mokuleia Polo Fields 

Feb. 19 . 20, 9 a.m . . 6 p.m. 

Free 
531-3530 

$15,000 
Buys a home! 
Learn How 

at our Free 

Seminar ! ! ! * 

F 6: 30 P.1\1. Ilikai Hotel 
� Thu. ,  Feb. 10  & Thu. , Feb 17, 1994 
E Wellington Room Melbourne Room 

Call 
941-1 699 

for reservations 

Fax 94 1 -1 984 

*homes are located in Texas 

Sponsored by 
Capital Research 
Group, Inc. 
1833 Kalakaua Ave. 
Suite 409, 
Honolulu, HI 96815  

Finding a doctor 
is a no brainer. 

That's if you call The Queen's Referral line 

'l 
• 

� �-i 

,I.: __.,, 

;, r 
• 

E � ; 
mding a doctor who fits your schedule, accepts 

your health insurance and meets your personal needs------it' s 
easy and free when you call The Queen's Referral Line. 
You can even sign up for any one 
of 60 health education classe5 
offered by Queen's. So give it 
a try. It's easier than booking 
a flight to Kansas. 

Find a doctor witlwut 
aB the headache. 
CaB today! 

• THE QUEEN'S 
MEDICAL CENTER 
A QUEEN'S HEALTH SYSTEMS COMPANY 

F ebr:u4r.y. 9,. 19�4 •.Honolulu Weekl1 • 13 
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ONE STOP 

Pluducts to protect our planet 

Beautiful, unique 
gift idea6 -
many under $10. 
For the Valentine who 
love6 Mother Earth 

KILOHANA SQUARE: Kapahulu Avenue (near Freeway) 
'f 735-6825 

E 
C 
0 

F E B R U A R Y  S P E C I A L  O F  T H E  M O N T H ! 

KIAWE BROILED SHRIMP 
wrapped with bacon and 

topped with Carribean sweet & 
sp,cy sauce served on a bed of 

fl " linguini 

-� $10.95 
�;. � 

ACROSS FROM .,..., 
VARSITY THEATER 

2535 COYNE STREET EXPIRES 2/28/94 CALL 94-SHARK 

IN THE MIDST OF DOWNTOWN - A  HIDDEN OASIS 

Q) 

� by Heidi� 

FOR DINNER 
5 - 9 P.M. MON. - FRI. 

PASTA - SOUTHWESTERN - FRESH ISLAND SEAFOOD - VEGETARIAN 
PRICED FROM $8 - $16 

CH E CK OUT O U R  N EW  G O U RMET P IZZA M E N U  
QU E E N  ST. & ALAKEA • VAL I DATED PA RK I NG  • 536-5344 

From Page 12 

MAI TAI LOUNGE, Outrigger Maile Sky 
Court, 2058 Kuhio Ave. 947-2828. Thur- Sat: 
Tony D. 
SAND ISLAND R & B, 197 Sand Island 
Access Rd. 847-5001 .  Fri: The Strangers. 
WAVE WAIKIKI, 1877 Kalakaua Ave. 941-
0424. Wed - Sun: Sticks & Stones. Tue: 
Monkey Pie. 

World 
ANNA BANNANAS, 2+i0 S. Beretania St 
946-5190. Fri & Sat. Pagan Babies. Sun. 
Sun Drum Village. 
HARRY'S BAR, Hyatt Regency Hotel, 2424 
Kalakaua Ave. 923-12}1. Mon, Tue & Thur· 
Te Vai Ura Nui. Tahitian. 5 - 5:30 p.m. 
JARON'S RESTAURANT KAILUA, 201-A 
Hamakua Dr. 261-01600. Tue: Dread 
Ashanti. 
SUNSET RESTAURANT & LOUNGE, 2877 :--. 
Nimitz Hwy. 839-3'156. Wed: Rolando 
Sanchez & Salsa Hawaii. Latin Valentine 
Dance. 
THE SURFBOARD LOUNGE, Waikiki 
Beachcomber Hotel, 2300 Kalakaua Ave. 
922-4646. Fri & Sat: Rolando Sanchez & 
Salsa Hawaii. 
WAIANAE BEACH CLUB, 85-010 Army 
Street, Waianae 69&6026. Sat: Second Time 
Around. Valentine Latin Dance. 

Theater 
and Dance 
Halau '0 Kekuhi See Dance Pick on Page 7. 
Jacques and His Master The University of 
Hawaii's "I.ate Night Theatre" series presents 
this Milan Kundera meditation on the 
resilience of the human spirit, written after 
the 1968 Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. 
Directed by Shirley Kagan. Kennedy Lab 
Theatre, UH Manoa campus: Fridays & 
Saturdays, 1 1  p.m through 2/19. $4. 956-7655 
Ufe of the Land Kumu Kahua's reprisal of 
this final play in Edward Sakamoto's "Hawaii 
No Ka Oi" trilogy will be Kumu's first 
production in its new - and permanent -
home in the renovated Kamehameha V Post 
Office on Merchant Street. The pan
generational saga of the Kamiya clan 
resumes when Spencer, disillusioned with a 
successful career on the Mainland, returns to 
Hawaii for a 1980 visit. Here he meets the 
ghost of his former self in the person of his 
nephew Daniel, who wants to stay in Hawaii 
but is being pressured to leave. In an 
emotional scene with his sister Laura, 
Spencer faces the consequences of his own 
decision to seek a life elsewhere. To 
commemorate its long-awaited move to 
permanent home, Kumu will also present 
eight performances of the full trilogy -
including The Taste of Kona Coffee and 
Manoa Valley - in late February and early 
March. Kumu Kahua Theatre, 46 Merchant 
St.: 2/11 ,  12, 18 & 19 & 3/4, 1 1  & 18, 6:30 
p.m.; Sundays 2/13 & 20, 6:30 p.m. $8. 737-
4161 
On Common Ground This collaboration 
between Ballet Hawaii and the Maui Alliance 
Dance company, which toured the islands 
together successfully last year, offers 
audiences a rare chance to see classical and 
contemporary pieces in the same 
performance. Ballet Hawaii's portion will 

feature Threads from a String of Swing, a 
light-hearted tribute to the swing era. 
Choreographed by Daryl Gray and set to the 
music of the Glenn Nlliler band, the piece, 
which is new to Ballet Hawaii, has been 
included in the repertoire of numerous 
companies in the United States and Europe. 
Also on the Ballet Hawaii program will be 
two works by recently deceased chore
ographer Tom Pazik: Scherzo, a neoclassical 
piece set to the music of Henry Litoff, and 
Trio, a contemporary piece set to Bach. The 
Maui Alliance's portion will feature three 
original compositions hy David Ward and 
Andre Morris, a l l  of which have won 
choreography awards from the Hawaii State 
Dance Council. One piece, Silt·er Spoon. is a 
comic work set to Leonard Bernstein's .. On 
the Town"; Another, America 's Sbadow, is a 
commentary on homelessness set to the 
dust-bowl folk of \\'oody Guthrie. LCC 
Theatre, Leeward Community College, 96-
045 Alaike, Pearl City: Fri 2/1 1 & Sat 2/12, 8 
p.m.; Sun 2/13, 2 p.m. $18. 949-7578 
Shajiabang: Spark Amid the Reeds See 
story 011 Page 11. 
Tjapukai This group of Aborigine 
performers - considered Australia's top 
tourism ambassadors - makes its first 
appearance in Hawaii in this run of shows at 
the Polynesian Cultural Center's Hale Aloha 
amphitheater. Formed in 1989, the troupe of 
18  performers and dancers presents 
programs of traditional dance "enhanced" by 
modem theater techniques and dosed with 
humor. In 1990 the troupe conducted a 
whirlwind world tour of 58 shows on four 
continents in 60 days, and in the last five 
years, more than 500,000 visitors have seen 
the group perform at its own $1 million, 300-
seat theater in Kuranda, Queensland. Hale 
Aloha, Polynesian Cultural Center, Laie: 
Opens Sat 2/12, runs Mondays - Saturdays, 5 
- 5:45 p.m. through 2/26. Admission included 
in special night-show package for Hawaii 
residents: $11 .95 adults; $9.95 children. 293-
3333 

Galleries 
Opening 
Teapots & Potted Tees Hand-painted 
clothes steeped in island colors sprouting 
from painted pots. Through 3/25. Waimanu 
Street Gallery, 901 Waimanu St. 591-1126 

Continuing 
Atomic Serles: Local Motive Paintings by 
Russell Sunabe. Through 2/23. Koa Gallery, 
KCC Diamond Head campus. 734-9375 
Thomas Deir Oil paintings with a marine 
theme. Through 2/28. Livingston Galleries, 
51-666 Kamehameha Hwy. 237-7165 
1be 5th lntemalional Shoebox Sculpture 
Exhibition Works in various forms that are 
small enough to fit in a shoebox. Through 
2/1 1 .  Commons Gallery, Art Building, UH 
Manoa campus. 956-6888 
The Figure, The Door Works by clay 
sculptor Douglas R. Snider. Through 3/5. The 
Coffeeline, 1820 University Ave. 947-1615 
Hearts & Flowers Limited-edition prints by 
Rosalie Prussing. Through 2/28. Koo/au 
Gal lery, W i n dw a rd M a l l ,  46 -056  

Kamehameha Hwy. 247-0709 
Honolulu Watercolor Society's 31st 
Annual Membership Show This year's 
collection will be judged by Pat Deadrnan, a 
nationally recognized watercolor artist. 
Through 3/5. Pauabi Tower Gallery, 1001 
Bishop St. 486-6009 
Sonny Pops Maui Paintings with a 
Hawaiian theme. Through 2/14. Caffe 
Valentino, 2139 Kuhio Ave. 926-2623 
Rich Mills and Students A traveling exhibit 
of glass art. Through 2/26. Galle/]' Iolani, 
Windward Community College: 45-720 
Keaahala Rd. 235-7}!6 
Seascapes Watercolors by Elizabeth Zinn. 
Through 2 '25. Ramsay Galleries and Cafe, 
1128 Smith St. 537-ARTS 
Structured Views Oil paintings by Lalani 
Segool. Through 2/9. Queen Emma Galle,y, 
The Queen's Medical Center, 1301 
Punchbowl St. 5'17-'1397 
Structures and Molten Images Paintings 
and works of glas:; by Bob Davis and Paul 
Larned. Through 3/5. Hawaii Pacific 
Uniuersity Art Gallery, 45-045 Kamehameha 
H\\y. 233-3167 
Te Whenua lei La La La Paintings and 
drawings by young people, 5 to 7 years old, 
from Aotearoa/New Zealand, France, New 
Caledonia and Tahiti. Through 2118. East
West Gallery, UH Manoa campus. 944-7341 
What Is the Meaning of Aloha? The 
collected work of the artists at Arts of 
Paradise. Through 2/28. Arts of Paradise, 
International Marketplace, 2330 Kalakaua 
Ave. 924-2787 

Art Events & Classes 
Journeys to Places of Power UH Manoa 
Art professor Jeff Dunn shares his expe
riences on a 500-mile walk through the 
wilderness of central Australia and the 
Annapurna Himalayas in this slide lecutre. 
An Auditorium, UH Manoa campus: Wed 
2/9, 7:30 p.m. Free. 956-6888 

Museums 
Bishop Museum 1525 Bernice St. Open 
daily, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. $7.95 adults, $6.95 kids. 
847-3511 
Atmospheres A planetarium program that 
explores how the greenhouse effect has 
altered the atmospheres of our solar system. 
Through 5/8. 
Greehouse Earlh An interactive exhibit that 
explains the hows and whys of global 
wanning. Through 5/8. 

Journey by StarUght/Voyagers Risking 
the Dream A double-feature program 
exploring the voyaging techniques of early 
Polynesian travelers through modern-day 
navigators. Fri & Sat, 7 p.m. $3.50. 
Monuments to the Stars This planetariwn 
program pays tribute to the history of 
stargazing from Stonehenge to Mauna Kea. 
Daily, 1 1  a.m. ( 1:30 p.m. in Japanese) & 2 
p.m. 
Shells: Gems of Nature The exhibit, which 
focuses largely on shells that may be found 
in Hawaiian waters, includes an array of 
cowries, cones, augers, bivalves and volutes, 
as well as a number of fossilized shells 
gathered around Oahu. Ongoing. 
Utopia Body Paint Collection: 
Contemporary Art from Aboriginal 

Continued on Page 16 

Dining Guide 

532-8218 
HAWAII'S ONLY COMPLETELY VEGETARIAN 
CHINESE RESTAURANT • 68 dishes to choose .from 

109 Chinatown Cultural Plaza 
(acrosr from Legend Seafood Rertt111rant) 

1 00 N. Beretania St. Honolulu, HI 96817  

Open daily except Wed 
Lunch: 10:30 A.M. - 2:00 P.M. 
Serving Hong Kong Vegetarian Dim Sum 
Dinner: 5 :30 P.M. to 9:00 P.M. 
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Bring in this ad 
for10% off 

Ala Carte memt 
thru Feb 28, 1994 

@�n@ 

J Mention this ad for free desert with entree ' 

Greek Island Taverna 
rr'fie original 

flavors of 9reece 
Catering • Dine In • Take Out 

1345 S. Beretania (Ewa of Keeaumoku) 
r 

we·re what a 

natural food bar is 

SUPPOSed to be ••• 

• fresh 

e ilood 

• nutritious 

open l davs 

32 Kainehe Streer 
Kailua 262-5604 
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Food 

Down--home 
pake eatery 

t's Sunday at 6:30 p.m., and 
there's a line to get into New 
Kapahulu Chop Suey. We wait 
a good half hour for a table for 
four, but it's worth it. I notice a 
cousin and her husband and 
pay them a visit. They have a 

good-looking plate of noodles on 
their table, and as we talk another 
good-looking plate arrives: Squid 
with Green Onion and Ginger ($5), 

ALAN  Y OUN G 
steaming hot and heaped high with 
crosshatched pieces of squid and 
pieces of golden ginger and green 
onion. 

Back outside waiting, strolling 
up and down the Kapahulu 
sidewalk on a rain-spattered night 
alternated with sitting stints on the 
chairs by the front doors does 
wonders for the appetite. Ditto for 
the takeout orders, which seem to 
receive prompt attention, regularly 
exiting the restaurant. 

As we wait, plates of roast duck 
and fried noodles with pork, 
fol lowed by fried shrimp and 
sweet-sour pork, go to a family 
seated at the large table in the 
middle of the restaurant. By this 
time we're starving and casting 
baleful looks at diners idly nibbling 
while awaiting their checks. At last 
we grab a table and obligingly wait 
for it to be bussed before sitting. 

NKCS is definitely your local 
down-home pake eatery: red 
leatherette banquettes, the standard 
fluorescent lighting, air conditioner 
in the back comer, a new red-and
blue neon "OPEN" sign, two faded 
scenic landscapes on the wall, 1 1  
Formica-topped tables and a five
seat lunch counter for dining singly 
and awaiting takeout. 

NKCS is not one of the myriad 
new Hong Kong-style restaurants 
that have sprung up in Honolulu -
the ones with seafood in their 
names, cold-water tanks in the 
foyer and, more often than not, 

double-digit prices on the menu. 
I t 's  more l ike one of the old
fashioned places where there's a 
long-simmered soup of the day 
with dried bean curd and pork 
bones, or dried vegetables and 
stewing chicken. Nowadays this 
kind of restaurant is hard to find, so 
you 'd  best cultivate your 
relationships with your pake 
friends' grandmothers for that style 
of good home cooking. 

We find some relatively 
unusual dishes on the New 
Kapahulu menu. The Fish Cake 
Ball with Gravy ($4.75) is one. We 
order it and get a deepish platter of 
large walnut-sized balls of fresh 
Chinese fish cake generously 
anointed with a light brown sauce 
on a layer of blanched won bok 
leaves. We like it a lot. Some of us 
add shoyu and mustard; I opt for 
the Chinese chili sauce. Plenty of 
rice is provided in a large bowl, 
and replenishment (we're talking 
locals eating here) i s  quickly 
accomplished. Other noteworthy 
dishes are Shredded Squid with 
Bean Sprouts ($4.25), Shrimp with 
Bitter Melon ($5.25) or with Black 
Mushrooms ($5.65) and Opu (in 
this case it's pig stomach, gee too 
in  Cantonese) with Abalone 
($4.50). 

The portions are generous, and 
the ingredients are fresh and crisp. 
The four of us order five dishes and 
somehow manage to finish them all 
off - with a bit of struggle and 
groan, mind you - along with a 
bowl-and-a-half of rice and lots of 
hot tea. At NKCS your water glass 
i s  often topped up promptly and 

New Kapahulu 

Chop Suey 

often not - depending on who's 
watching over your green plastic 
tumbler. 

Back with different compan
ions the next day, a b lustery 
Monday of intermittent rain, we 
order for lunch a dish not on the 
menu: harm ngee kai chau Jahn 
(Salt Fish and Chicken Fried Rice). 
Our order is accepted without a 
qualm. Tea is served, and we are 
left to await the food. It's pleasant 
just sitting, sipping and watching 
the afternoon zip by in cars on 
Kapahulu. Across the street but 
many miles removed from the 
wholesome dumpiness of NKCS, 
Taco Bell is bustling. No Muzak 
here, but the warble of old ladies 
twittering over the bill in  Can
tonese and da kine talk from two 
firemen over by the window lend a 
certain je ne sais quoi to the aural 
ambiance. 

And here it comes: a large oval 
platter heaped with rice, generously 
larded with (for the most part) 
boneless chicken bits and studded 
with small chunks of salt fish.  
Small pieces of head lettuce are 
stir-fried into the melange, adding a 
nice textural note, slippery and 
bland, offsetting the rice grains' 
density and the chicken's pro
teinaceous fibrosity. Seriously, 
folks, it's. a nice touch. With a spot 

· of chili sauce, we're in the comfort 
zone and home free this gray day. 

A friend's father dining with us 
recognizes our waitress' accent and 
ascertains that she comes from 
Joong Shan county near Macau. He 
and my mother's family, it turns 

out, are from the next 
county over, Tai Shan. 
Cultural history aside, 
you aren't going to do 
badly here at New 
Kapahulu Chop Suey. 

730 Kapahulu Ave. 

Mondays . Sundays, 11 a.m . •  9 p.m. Lots to eat and little to 
pay; dudes, mokes 
and mamas, it's OK. 734-4953 • 

\Vhen it comes to 
your heart strings, 

don't lose sight of 
• 

your purse strings. 

THEPERFECI'CHOICE . . .  an affordable 
Video Dating Service for busy professionals. 

We won't "set" you up on dates ! 
You make the selections & you'll find 
The Perfect Choice is . . .  

CONFIDENTIAL, SAFE, FUN, 
COMFORTABLE e.J EFFECTIVE. 

Call today for a free consultation 

Cathy 0. Rodrigues - owner 545-1 1 10 932 Ward Ave. 
6th floor, Honolulu Club 

l.noking for 
Romance? 
Bring your Valentine to Angelica's 
for a romantic, candleliofrt dinner. 

XS 
Cafe 

A dining experience unlike an!/ otfrer. 
Join us Monda!/, Februar!I I 4tfr for luncfr or dinner. 

Reservations requested. 537-66 1 9  � Gentr!I Paciffc Center, 560 N. Nimitz Hw!f. 

H O N O L U L U  

� 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Hearl-to-Hearl 
Single": Night 
at the Blue Zebr11 Cllfe 

• 
• 
• 

On Friday, February 11, ; �-· - 8 p.111. 

Hosted by 
• Angelina & Matthew Gray 
• from 76 KGU Love Life Radio • 
• 

• Free Admission 
• Happy Hour buffet 
• $2.00 well drinks 
• $2.50 domestic beers 
• Prizes, prizes, prizes!!! 

Present your clas.5ified Person-to-Person. 
ad at the door to enter drawing for dinner 
certificates, Honolulu Week?Y t-shirts, 
mugs, and more. Request Voice Mail* 
and receive 5 lines for 4 weeks FREE! 
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HANG IT UP! !  

The ultimate answer to 
the common space 
problem is a bicycle 

storage system. 

A variety of models 
with mounting systems 
that won't damage 

walls , ceilings or floors 
and will hold up to four 

bicycles. Come in 
today and find out 

how economical and 
secure our bike storage 

options can be. 

Hawaii's largest selecllon of blcycles, parts and accessories. 

HonoU.J 1149 S King SI 
&96-11588 

Aloo 9&-019 Kam Hwy 
Al7-3615 

Koneohe 
Wndword Clty 

Shopping Cenl8! 
235-1722 

Howal Kol 
Shopping Cenl8! 

396-� 
Mou 1 1 1  Hano Hwy 

177·5&&1 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . 
Birkenstocks.® 

They last longer than roses. 

• t, 

Gift cutificaw available. 

Imagine the look on your Valentine's face when they slip 
into a new pair of Birkenstocks.® With a contoured fit and · 

: shock absorbing sole, they're enough to make anyone smile. · 

The original comfort shoe.T• 

BirkenJtock FootprintJ 
Ward Warehott.Je 

596-8149 

: © 1994. 81CkcnStock is a rcgmcrcd trademark. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Austmlia Featuring mer -o pailllings by 
contemporary Aboriginal artists from the 
conununity of Gtopia in the central desert of 
Australia. Through 2 '28. 
The Contemporary Museum 2411 Makiki 
Hts. Dr. Open Tue - Sat. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.; 
Sun, noon - 'l p.m. S1. 526-1322 
The Expressive Figure Twelve Hawaii 
artists explore the human figure as a means 
to express a variety of aesthetic, emotional 
and social concern. Through 3/20. 
The Contemporary Museum at the Alana 
Waikiki Hotel, 1956 Ala Moana Blvd. Open 
daily. Free. 526-1322 
Paul Nagano Watercolors Recent works 
which focus on one of Oahu's most promi
nent landscape features, Diamond Head. 
111rough 3/30. 
The Hawaii Maritime Center. Pier '. Open 
daily, 9 a.m. - � f).m. S' adults. Sq kids. 536-
6373 
Museum Highligbts 111e historv of Hawaii 
is the history of its relacionsh1p with che 
ocean. Honolulu's waterfront museum offers 
an excellent overview of that liislory 11 ith 
exhibics that cm er the ancient Hawaiian 
voyages. Captain Cook. the whaling industry. 
memories of the Lurline and :Vlatson 
shipping and the most recent maritime 
hallmark, the Hokuie·a voyages. The center 
is home to the Falls of Clyde (the only four
masted. fully rigged ship left in existence), a 
humpback whale skeleton and other marine 
displays ranging from sharks to yacht racing. 
Ongoing. 
Honolulu Academy of Arts 900 S .  
Beretania St. Open Tue - Sat, 10 a.m. - -t:30 
p.m.; Sun, 1 - 5 p.m. Suggested donation: $4 
adults: S2 students, seniors. 532-8700 
Contemporary View of the New Year An 
exhibition of contemporary works by four 
women artists from Kvoto: Kawai Mikako. 
Mitake Isa, Imafuku Fumiyo and Takami 
Harue. Through 2/27. 
Spirit and Symbot The Japanese New 
Year This is a spectacular exhibition . 
Originally planned as a more modest display 
of sbimenawa, the sacred straw ropes 
spanning the portals of Shinto shrines, the 
show fonuitously expanded to embrace the 
gamut of artistic activity associated with 

wllcoming the Japanese :'\cw 'frar. The 
result is a celebration of both the diYine and 
the secular, ranging from austerely elegant 
shrine ornaments to colorful lacquered 
children's toys. TI1rough 2/27. - ,Vikki Ty
Tomkins 
Mission Houses Museum 553 S. King St. 
Open Tue - Sat, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.; Sun, noon -
4 p.m. S5 adults, $1 kids. 531-0481 
Museum Tours The three historic mission 
houses, built between 1821 and 1841, are 
located downtown, within walking distance 
of other photographic landmarks. Explore 
the daily life and work of the American 
missionaries on the grounds of the museum 
and discover the role the brethren and 
sistren played in 19th-century Hawaii. 
Ongoing. 

Kids 
Bug Hunt Ac1ivities for bookworms and 
other 'nsect kids. Activities. readings and 
,1uto1<raph ses.,ion \\ ith Joy Au. author of ,1 
B11.e Jl1111t in Hmcai1 Vei.. Borders Books & 
.llusic. Waikele Center, 9+821 Lum1ama St.. 
Sat 2 12. 1 - 2:30 p.m. Free. 676-6699 
Campfire Program Experience Makiki night 
magic as you gather around the campfire to 
sing songs, roast marshmallows and hear 
stories new and old. Reservations required. 
Hawaii Nature Center, 2131 Makiki Heights 
Dr.: Sat 2/12. Call 955-0100 for time. 
Love Is in the Air Plants send Valentines 
too with the help of flying animals. Learn 
how and why plants attract pollinators. 
Reservations required. Hawaii Nature Center, 
2131 Makiki Heights Dr.: Sun 2, 13. 9:30 -
1 1:30 a.m. S5. 955-0100 

Hikes 
and Walks 
Chinatown Walking Tours The Chinatown 
Historical Society offers two different walking 
tours. The morning tour covers the heart of 
Chinatown and its arcades, herbal shops and 
historical buildings. The afternoon tour visits 

• 
Ill 

se1 era! Chinese and Japanest temples and 
the lush sancn1arv Foster Garden. Jfeet inside 
Asia Mall, 1250 Maunakea St.: weekdays, 10 
a.m. & 1 p.m.: Saturdays, 10 a.m. $2 plus $ 1  
fee for Foster Garden. 521-3045 
Ewa Plains Sink Holes Investigate unique 
geology and fossil bird bones with noted 
researcher Dr. Alan Ziegler. Reservations 
required. Sat 2/12. Call the Hawaii Nature 
Center for time and meeting place. 955-0100 
Graveyards As Classrooms Nanette 
Purnell raises the dead in this exploration of 
one of Honolulu's oldest cemetaries. King 
Street Cemetery, Ward Ave. and King St.: Sat 
2/12, 9 a.m. - noon. $10. 943-0371 
Historic Honolulu Walking Tour Step back 
in time (but be careful crossing the street) on 
this historic tour of downtown, which 
explores the Mission Houses, Kawaiahao 
Church, King Lunalilo's tomb, the 
Kamehameha statue. the Iolani Palace 
grounds and St. Andrew's Cathedral. 
lleservations required. Call Jfission Houses 
Jluseum for 111eeti11gplace. \X'edncsdays, 9:30 
,1.m. - noon. 5- adults. $2 kids. 531-0-tSl 
Makana Ranch A good familv hike which 
mds at the heiau overlooking Waimea Bay. 
\feet at Jo/an i Palace, mauka side: Sat 2/12. 
8 a.m. Sl. -t88-0044 
Makiki Loop Trail Explore ecology and 
natural history in the lush forest above the 
Hawaii Nature Center. Reservations required. 
Sat 2/12. Call 955-0100 for time and meeting 
place. • 

ow 
If you need printing in black & white 
or color, and you need it now, come to 
The Color Source. Conveniently located 
on the Ground Floor of Bishop Square's 

Pauahi Tower, The Color Source can give 
you high-quality prints while you wait. 

531-4611 ext.6 

• 
HOH3LUE 

1001 Bishop Street · Ground Floor · P::mahi Tower 



he . 
tra1 

found an obscure reference to a 
place called the Grand Guignol 
in Paris. It said some pretty 
twisted stuff happened there for 
the amusement of others. Do 
you know anything about it? 
Was it theatrics or the real 

McCoy (or should I say McCabre)? 
How do you pronounce Grand 
Guignol? -Mike McGary, Dallas 

Well ,  we can ' t  have you 
prowling around Paris looking for 
the Grand Goog-nole, Mike; you 
say it Gron Geen-yole. Not that 
you' re going to find it no matter 
how you say it; the place closed in 
1 962 .  The Theatre du Grand 
Guignol, for years one of the 
leading tourist attractions of the 
French capital, was the classic 
shock theater, specializing in 
productions designed to horrify and 
sicken. No show was considered a 
success unless at least a couple 
audience members fainted or up
chucked on their shoes. In its latter 
years, what with competition from 
Hollywood horror films and real
life nightmares like Auschwitz, the 
Grand Guignol became pretty 
campy. But in its day it produced 
some truly terrifying theater which 
explored, admittedly for low 
commercial purposes, the dark 
limits of what could be accom
plished on the stage. 

In some ways the subject matter 
of the Grand Guignol wasn't all that 
different from what you see today 
in any number of Friday the 13th
type slasher movies. But there were 
a couple key differences: This was 
live, in-your-face and sometimes 
all-over-your-clothes theater 
conducted in a disconcertingly 
intimate space - the place seated 
only about 285,  and the stage 
measured j ust 20 by 20 feet .  
Equally important, the plays, which 
were short and usually ran three or 
more to a bill ,  partook of the 
queasily amoral outlook that we're 
pleased to think of as peculiarly 
French. The characters typically 
were brutal louts, hapless victims or 
both. The guilty often went 
unpunished. Lovers and friends 
routinely betrayed on another. For 
comic relief the producers might 
throw in a sex farce featuring the 
lineup of seedy characters and illicit 
affairs you'd pretty much expect in 
the land of the feelthy postcard - a 
harmless enough business in itself, 
but in context adding to the air of 
Parisian sleaze. 

The Grand Guignol 's main 
stock in trade was gory special 

effects (and they were only that; 
we're not talking snuff theater 
here). In description the effects 
seem pretty tame today, but 
remember that they were carried off 
at close range, with no retakes, 
using stuff that was scrounged 
mainly from the drugstore and the 
butcher shop. Eyeball gougings 
were perennially popular, animal 
eyes being especially useful for this 
purpose because they could be 
relied upon to bounce when hitting 
the floor. Then you had your 
disembowelings ,  your self
mutilations, your throat slashings, 
your rages, your acid thrown in the 
face, your flesh ripped from the 
bone - predictable stuff, I sup
pose . But in the most effective 
Grand Guignol plays, it was 
coupled with a shrewd grasp of the 
psychology of horror plus an over
the-top Gallic love for the nutso 
that can weird you out even today. 
Historian Mel Gordon, in The 
Grand Guignol: Theatre of Fear 
and Terror ( 1988), recounts some 
of the plots: 

• The innocent Louise is un
justly locked in an asylum with 
several insane women. A nurse 
assigned to protect her blithely 
leaves for a staff party as soon as 
Louise falls asleep. The insane 
women decide a cuckoo bird is  
imprisoned in Louise's head, and 
one gouges out her eyes with a 
knitting needle. The other crazy 
women are freaked and bum the 
gouger's face off on a hot plate. 

• Two brothers have an orgy 
with two prostitutes at a lighthouse. 
The lighthouse beacon goes out, and 
one of the brothers realizes a boat 
containing their mother is heading 
toward the rocks. But the drunken 
lighthouse keeper bas locked the 
beacon door. The brother goes nuts, 
blames everything on an earlier 
blasphemy by one of the hookers, 
slits her throat and throws her out 
the window. "The boat with the 
man's mother crashes against the 
rocks," Gordon writes .  "In a 
rel igious frenzy the [brothers] 
decide to bum [the other prostitute] 
to death. After pouring gasoline on 
her, they incinerate her and pray." 
The end. And you thought The 
Texas Chainsaw Massacre was sick. 

- Cecil Adams 
Is there something you need to 

get straight ? Cecil Adams can 
deliver the Straight Dope on any 
topic. Write Cecil Adams, Chicago 
Reader, 11 E. Illinois, Chicago 
60611. • 
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BEATLES IN 
AMERICA 

I *EXTRA* I IT WAS THIRTY YEARS AGO TODAY.. . I *EXTRA* I 

• 1 964. Four musicians from Liverpool, England, touched down at 
JFK airport and changed rock music and American culture . . .  forever. 

MONEY CAN'T BUY YOU LOVE, 
BUT IT CAN BUY YOU EVERY 

BEATLES COMPACT DISC, 
CASSETTE, BOOK, 

LASERDISC & VIDEO NOW 
ON SALE AT TOWER! 

A HARD DA Y'S NIGHT 

,D na -irn.a• 

I I " I' 
� -� - I I  -• I • ' 

1 1 .99 CD 7.99 CS 
THE BEATLES 

1 962-1966 

26.99 2 CD 10.99 2 CS 
THE BEATLES 

(WHITE ALBUM) 

RUBBER SOUL 

PLUS 
Please Please Me 
With The Beatles 
Beatles For Sale 
Helpl 
Magical Mystery Tour 
Yellow Submarine 
Let It Be 
Past Masters Volume I 
Past Masters Volume II 

1 1 .99 CD 7.99 CS 22.99 2 CD 10.99 2 CS a.,..t. � . .. .. .  

The Beatles. Only on Capitol compact discs and cas;ettes. -� 
OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY! SALE21�ii� 

VISIT OUR HAWAIIAN 
\ 

MUSIC STORE 
INTEIINATIONAL 
MARKETPLACE 

WAIKIKI 

HONOLU LU • KAHALA • AI EA 
HONOLULU ..... 61 1 Keeaumoku 

I 

KAHALA . . . . .  421 1 Wa,alae Ave
l
AIEA . . ......... . .  Pearl Ka, Cenler 

Aetoss Kapiolan1 trom Ala Moana Cenlec In The Kahala Mall Across from Pearlridoe Shopping Cen1er 
RECORDS (808) 941-n74 RECORDSNIDEO (808) 737-5088 RECORDSNIDEO (808) 486-4966 VIDEO 1'70 Kapoolan1 (808) 949.3335 
Comer ol Kapdcn Nd Keeaum:>ku Ne•t lO KFC 

This 
�1\\\\\1\\BS Dl1 
give Love a 
chance-
try Honolulu 
Weeklys 
friendly 
Person-to
Person 
Voice Mail 
Make the connection. 
It's easy, and your 
classified ad is FREE. 
•Use the coupon on Page 18• 

fl'@ili'(1mjl!JI) 
We'll assign you a voice mail
box number which will 
appear in your ad. 

2 .RECORO YOUR MESSAG 
Record your own two minute 
voice greeting at no charge 
for people to listen to. You do 
NOT leave your name or 
nwnber at this time. 

3.YOUR AO RUNS FREE IN THE PAPER 
Those interested in your ad 
will be able to get your voice 
mailbox nwnber from the ad. 

.PEOPLE LISTEN TO YOU 
If they want, they can leave 
their name and phone nwn
ber for you. There is a charge 
of $1 .99 per minute for those 
who respond, charged to their 
monthly phone bill. 

5.YOU LISTEN TO THEM 
You then call in and listen to 
the messages in your mailbox. 
This costs you $ 1 .99 per 
minute. No one else will be 
able to hear your messages . 

6.YOU GET TOGETHER 
Once you've received your 
messages, you may then 
decide to contact whomever 
you choose. Only then do you 
malce your identity known to 
those who've responded to 
you. 
A three line personal is free; 
anything more than three 
lines will cost you $5.00 per 
line. Your free ad will run for 
three weeks. 
You must be 1 8  -years or older to 
use this servi�. Ads containing 
obscene or S6UQ}l,y �t � 
will be�- Honolulu Weekly 
re.sa-ves � right to edit or refuse 
an-y ad and 45Sumes no uabiut-y for 
tJie content of, or response to an-y ad 
or message. 
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classifieds 
PERSON-TO-PERSON 
If you want to place a free Person
to-Person ad 
Please use the coupon at the bottom of this 

page. You may check to see if you have 
received messages by calling an 800 number. 
To retrieve your messages you must use a 9(X) 
number, which costs $ 1 .99 per minute. 
You must be 1 8  years or older to use this 

service. Ads containing any material that is 
obscene, indecent, sexually explicit or that 
would constitute adult entertainment will be 
rejected. Honolulu Weekly reserves the right to 
edit or refuse any ad and assumes no liability 
for the content of or response to any ad or 
message. 
If you want to respond to an ad 
If the ad is followed by a five-digit number 

and a 'll', call (9<Xl) 454-4120 to listen to their 
greeting and leave one of your own. This costs 
$1 .99 per minute. 
If the ad ends with ''HW Box . . . il:>," send 

your written response to Honolulu Weekly with 
the HW Box number written in large letters on 
the bottom- left corner of the envelope. 

Key 
S - Single 
G - Gay 
D - Divorced 
F - Female 
M - Male 
W - White 
B - Black 
J - Japanese 
C - Chinese 

H - Hawaiian 
L - Local 
P - Filipino 
NS - Non Smoker 
ND -No Drugs 
HWP 
Height/Weight 
Proportionate 
YO - Years old 

MEN SEEKING WOMEN 
Lively Libidinous Lecherous Lad 
Looking for Lovely, Lithe, Luscious, 
Long haired, Long legged, Licentious, 
Lascivious, Lubricious Lady for Light 
Ligotage and Long Lasting Loving. 
Levitate Long Letter to 
PO Box 10309, Honolulu, HI 968 1 6. 
Handsome, educated, kind, 45 looks 37, 
140 lbs, 5'8", enjoys healthy living. P.O. 
Box 8049, Honolulu, HI 96830-0049 
Fabio-look alike looking for strong, inde
pendent woman to share a romance novel 
cover with me and help me fill the sto
rybook in-between. I can make your 
heart beat faster on Valentine's Day. 
HW Box 284-
Let's wine & dine! 4 healthy S/DWM 
30-43 yo. We will cook the meal, you 
ladies bring the wine! Send recipe and 
photo! HW Box 283b 
SPM, 30, 6' 1 ,  1 85, blue-eyed & silver
tongued, hard-bodied yet sharp-mind
ed, secure & demure seeks Renaissance 
SA siren. 70160'11' 
Traditional M chauvinist pig (SWM-
40), politically incorrect and unrepen
tent, attractive but never married, Prof 
environmentalist seeks elusive "coun
try girl" (SLFNS-25/35), attractive but 
indominatable, with intellectual spark, 
and a fearless but loving nature. 7015911 
HW Box 282a"a 
Vasectomized vegetarian vibrating at 
ultra high frequency wants to vibrate 
even higher with spiritually sexy beau
ty. 7015411 
Witty, spirited, SLM, 5'9/155, student. 
Enjoys surfing, movies, casual dinners. 
Seeks SWF, 23-27, for friendship and 
fun. 7015311 
Handsome SWM, 39, golfaholic seeks 
playful companion for fun and games 
on the links. Let's tee off together! Fore! ! !  
701 5211 
HONOLULU CITY LIGHTS 

SWM, 35, seeks adventurous camping 
companion to enjoy clandestine spring 
night on Magical Mystery Mountain. 
DH-94!, P.O. Box 90561 ,  Honolulu, HI 
96835. 70145'!r 

Female adventurer wanted for excite
ment and romance. 28, blond/blue, 
5' I l "/155. You ;:,ick the sport and let's 
go! 70 14 111 
Famous Artist - Rare Classic! Grt cond. 
SWM-39, built for romance, art & fun: 
seeks TLC w/ sleek, sexy F25-39 model. 
7012611 
Mister Fix-It, sincere, loyal, JM, 29, 
loves the beach seeks SF, 27-33, who is 
honest & loving for relationship. Ref 
# JOO ! ,  70 19911 

loving, sincere, no kids. Ref #1 002, 
701 9911 
SLM, 47. fun, passionate & honest seeks 
attractive, LF, 35-45, w/ loyalty, hon
esty, a big heart & eyes. Ref # 1005, 
70 19911' 
SCM, Christian, 3 1 ,  5 '5, fit, romantic 
seeks a lady, SCF, 25-35, loving, gentle, 
caring, athletic. Ref # 1006. 70 1 9911 
Mate. SJM, 36, 5'4, healthy, spiritual, 
seeks open, natural, F, 20s-30s, home
maker for loving home. Ref # 1007, 
7019911 
Seeking Natural Lady. SM, Filipino, 55, 
5 '8/ 140, warm, friendly, handy, easy
going seeks SF, 38-48. Ref # 1 009, 
7019911 
Easy-going, kind-hearted, SM, 44, seeks 
SF, 35-45, who is honest, caring & friend
ly. Ref#l010, 7019911 
Old fashioned, sincere, SM, 28, loves 
kids & animals seeks honest, active, SF, 
22-33,. w/ a good heart. Ref # 1 0 1 1 ,  
70 1 991f 
Good looking lawyer, SM, 28, seeks hon
est relationship w/ attractive, SF, 21 -35, 
who stays healthy & enjoys life. Ref 
# 10 12, 70199'!r 

Professional, articulate, Span/P M, 4 1 ,  
seeks petite, attractive, SF, 27-37, for 
relationship poss. marriage. Ref# 10 16, 
70 1991f 
Adventurous yet shy, SPM, 30, seeks S 
W/L F who is honest, friendly and wants 
committed relationship. Ref # 10 1 8, 
70 1 991f 
Vital, handsome, SWM, 4 1 ,  seeks 30-
45, attractive, athletic, SWF, w/ good 
sense of humor for relationship. Ref 
# 10 19, 701 991f 
Handsome world traveler, naval officer 
seeks quality lady, 22-33, attractive, hon
est, self-confident for relationship. Ref 
#1020, 701991f 
Passionate, funny, one-woman man, 32, 
seeks SF, 20-32, who is honest, sensi
tive w/ sense of humor. Ref # 102 1 ,  
701 9911' 
Fun-loving persistent, SM, honest & sen
sitive seeks SWF, 45-55, who is funny 
& sincere. Ref# l022, 701 99ir 
Ready to settle down SLM, 38, active, 
successful seeking SLF, 25-35, who is 
sincere, fun & family oriented. Ref# l 024, 
70 1 9911 
Adventurous, professional, SWM, 4 1 ,  
active, talkative & fun seeks attractive, 
SF, 28-35, who is open & intelligent. Ref 
#1025, 701 99ir 
Fun & water lover, SWM, 39, caring & 
easy-going seeks SF w/ lots of energy & 
honesty. Ref # I 028, 701 991r 
SJM, 36, creative & caring seeks SJF 
who is-sincere, compassionate & likes 
children. Ref #1029, 70199ff 
Fun-loving, "local-boy," 36, seeks pret
ty SF, 28-38, who is honest & friendly. 
Ref #1032, 701991r 
A little shy, 30, honest, sincere & loves 
to fly seeks SWF, 23-32 who is trust
worthy & down to earth. Ref # 1036, 
701 9911' 
Successful, caring & thoughtful, SJM, 

45, seeks petite, Oriental lady, honest, 
loving and independent. Ref # I 037, 
701 991f 
Easy-going, SM, 40, active & adventur
ous seeks SLF, 30-40 who is honest, 
mature & likes to laugh. Ref #1 038, 
701991f 
Handsome, athletic Officer, SWM, 3 1 ,  
loves outdoors, philosophy & scuba seeks 
open, honest, SF, 24-33, to share with. 
Ref #1039, 7019911' 
Educated conversationalist, SWM, 60 
seeks intelligent, open lady who is mature 
& lives w/ joy. Ref # 1040, 70 1 9911' 
Positive, friendly, fun, SLM, 48, likes 
walking & good conversation seeks SLF, 
35-48 w/ sense of humor. Ref # 104 1 ,  
70 199ff 
Successful, genuine, SWM, 32, likes ski
ing & trying new things seeks intelligent, 
SF, 22-26 w/ positive outlook. Ref #1042, 
701 99'11' 
Funny & sensitive, SWM, 40, reads & 
explores life seeks mature, open, S W /J 
F, 25-35, who is honest. Ref #1 043, 
701 99'11' 
Out-going, active, S J&B M, 36, likes 
cook-outs & movies seeks SF, 28-36, 
who is caring, fun & lives kids. Ref 
#1044, 701991f 
Mature, honest & alive, SWM, 20, seeks 
S W/L F, 1 8-24, who is self-confident, 
enjoys life & can laugh. Ref # 1046, 
701991f 

WOMEN SEEKING MEN 
Plump Juicy Peach, SWF, 39, looking 
for an intelligent man, 35-50, with a big 
heart and a large build. 7016 J 'fl' 
Creative SWF, 23, looking to hang out 
with fun SWM, 20-35. Music moves me 
totally. I hope it does the same to you. 
701 561r HW Box 280/ln 
Green-eyed blonde, 36, petite, artistic, quiet 
and shy on the surface, yet fiercely pas
sionate inside; would love to meet an hon
est, considerate, passionate Hawaiian or 
local gentleman, 35-45, who can help this 
California girl feel at home here. Please, 
no drugs; sincere! 70155ir HW Box 279b 
Sexy AF, enjoys lifting weights, running 
& indoor sports. Prefer young, healthy 
SWMs. 70147'11' 
If opposites attract then I'm heading for 
yet another jerk, loser, alcoholic who 
needs a Mommy. Counter neg mag
netism! 70 1 461r 

'Olu 'olu akamai haole wahine make
make launa koa kane. Hau'oli? Hoe wa'a? 
You do? Over 55? You are? Kahea! 
701441r 
Attractive. SWF, Russian Jew, 5'3/ 130, 
likes music & dancing seeks M, 63-75, 
intelligent, decent, humorous. Ref#1003, 
70199'11' 
Slender & Attractive. SWF, 44, well edu
cated and traveled seeks SWM, 48-62, 
Christian, kind, creative. Ref #1 004, 
701991f 
Easy-going & Loyal. SWF/Hawn, 6' 1 ,  
Reubenesque, funny, caring nurse seeks 
family-minded M, kids okay. Ref#l008, 
701 9911 

European lady, caring and honest seek
ing a successful gentleman, 45-60, for 
relationship. Ref# I0 13, 7019911 
Outgoing, WF, likes simple pleasures, 
is warm, caring seeking S W/L M, 42-
52, for caring companion. Ref #1014, 
701 9911 
Natural, intelligent, SWF, professional 
seeks successful, active, outdoorsy, WM, 
40-50 and educated. Ref#1017, 70199ff 
Full of energy, athletic, SWF, kind & fun 
seeks SLM 25-35 w/ open mind & sim
ilar interests. Ref #1023, 70 1991r 
Outgoing, affectionate, SWF, 50, seeks 
SL/HM, 40-55, who is open-mined, hon
est & articulate. Ref # 1 026 70 1 991r 
Active, attractive, senior citizen, SWF, 
seeks retired, SM, who is happy & hon
est for companionship. Ref # 1027, 
701 99'11' 
Lively & successful Korean lady, 45, 
seeks professional, intelligent, SM, 40-
55 w/ sense of humor. Ref # 1030, 
701 99ff 
5'8", attractive, professional lady who 
likes tennis & the symphony seeks tall 
& adventurous, SWM, 50-60. Ref#103 1 ,  
701991f 
Attractive SWF swims & dances hula 
seeks SM, 47-67 who is honest, caring 
& secure. Ref#I033, 701 991r 
Beautiful, professional, SWF, dramatic 
& full of joy seeks tall , charismatic, 
SWM, 35-50, powerful & secure. Ref 
#1034, 70199ir 
SWF, 53, successful, sincere & caring 
w/ sense of humor seeks older, SM, 70+ 
w/ a "twinkle in his eyes." Ref #1035, 
7019911 
Vivacious, intelligent, professional, SWF, 
37, seeks SWM, 45+, who is kind, steady 
& lives passionate life. Ref # 1045, 
70199ff 

MEN SEEKING MEN 
Straight acting, young looking blond, 
attractive, shy, outdoors type, clean cut, 
into beaches, music, plants and living 
life safe. Are you 25-35, Haole too? 
70163ff 
GWM Italian 40 attractive masculine 
seeks GWM sincere trim masculine 25-
45. Possible relationship. Write: C.A., 
P.O. Box 241 ,  Kapaa, Kauai, HI 96746. 
701481r 

OTHER PERSONALS 
Happy Valentine's Day A.S.S. I Love 
You! !  
D .  Luv ya! Shiny. 
CKW: The Day has 3, Evening 2, 
Night's events R up 2 U ! !  We love ya, 
Always! 
TO MAGNIFICENT MARY 

What time is it? Love & Balloons. D. 
4UQ 

Go girl! Happy Valentine. T. Fish. 
Going to the Breeders? I'm Chris, 23. I 
live in Waikiki and I'm looking for a ride 
to the show. Can you help me? 7016211 
SM seeks friend of any sex to join 
Nuuanu YMCA as an exercise buddy. 

Must love racquetball and no older than 
35. 70 15811 

adult services 
Loneliness is a disease, Bull' s-Eye 
Advertising has the Cure ! ! !  Call 948-
4 169 today. 

UNCENS01i1=1> 'JILK 
LIVE AND WtU> 
AlWAVS 0,E?,N ,. ... 

...:PU 
$3.SO/HIN. 

CALL. NOW 
JOIN IN THE ACTION 

Ot. JUST EAve.SDR.DP 

,. ... 
7-.zsa 

$2.00/MIN. 

ltlSO n:v 
1-"J00-74S-1030 

1fl+VEMS 

tor sale 

WHEELS 
90 GE0 STORM 

Soon to be a classic ! Sporty hatchback, 
looks great, drives great, gets great 
mileage. $5500 or offer. 737-429. 
76 MG MIDGET 

New top, new tires, high performance 
springs, sway bars, shocks, ignition and 
more ! Make offer. Jeremy 957-2270 
73 VOLVO Pl800ES SPORT WAGON 
2-owner Mainland car, maintained as a 
classic; AM/FM, auto, air, tint; very good 
example of this marque. $6800/637-8666. 

OWN A PIECE OF LOCAL HISTORY 

Pritchett 
ORIGINAL PEN & INK 

CARTOONS & CARICATURES 
921 -2878 

COMMISSIONS ACCEPTED 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- CLASSIFIEDADVEITT1siNoRAm- - - - - - - - , 
I \ y l� �ded��J1l!�wednesday at 4:30 p.m. for O Person-to-Person Ads WITH VOICE MAIL FIRST THREE UNES FREE .............. ...... .......... FREE! I 
I vv� ;��;�:.

w
;���i

i
i�:��;����r

e
��:!pted. B L:

nes te�8 spacest1ine max) ............................. . ..... .. ............ $5.00/line x I 
I 1 200 C II W lk S .1 214 Prepaid advertising 1s NON-REFUNDABLE. L nes H DLINE /23 spacest1me max) ................................ $6.50/hne x 

I Honglu��� Ha!aii 9�
1
8� 7 Thank you for your order. Cost Per Week ............................... . ......... ................... ............................... Subtotal = ____ _ 

I �28-1475 No. of Weeks to Pay for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  X Subtotal = I 
I 

528 3144 (FAX) HW Box (Valid for 4 weeks, if you want writen responses in addition to your voice mail) ................. $1 5.00 = ____ _ 
Name 

Plus General Excise Tax (x .041 7) = I 
I 

Total Enclosed = 
I Address 

I City State Zip I 
I Home Phone Daytime Phone I 
: T •- -- •�- mdo .. ,._ . _ __ _  23 38 61\af:U : 
, Share Ads 1 
I I 
I I 
I Your GUARANTEED House to Share Ad wil l  run for 3 I 
I 

weeks. To continue your ad FREE for an additional 3 I weeks, contact Honolulu Weekly by fax, phone or 
Energy. SWM, 46, 5' I I ,  kid-at-heart, 

I 
mail . Ads must be renewed to continue this special 

I healthy seeks SWF or J or mixed, fun- offer. Deadline for renewal is 4:30 p.m. on the third 

L 
Wednesday your ad is published. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 
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SEDONA 
Ward Centre 

* Enchanting Gifts * Handcrafted Jewelry * Visionary Music * Psychic Readings * Metaphysics and More 
Ward Centre * 531-8010 

real estate 
Now is your chance to live on the beach! 
Fee simple unit in great cond. Best loca
tion on Oahu! Claude Heon (R) 923-1298. 

rentals 

HOUSE TO SHARE 
Aiea Hts. 3 bdnn/2- 1/2 bath. Own mas
terbdrm, private bath, 1450 sq ft TH. 
Cov'd pkg, W/D, pool, rec. View, quiet, 
cool. Prefer N/S female. $7 10, 1/2 util. 
Avail 2/1. Pete 486-9229, 474-4995 days. 
DH. Sunny bdrm on deck. Lg old clas
sic furn home near beach, park. Incl util, 
W/D, phone. Share 1 - 1 /2 bath. Single 
N/S prof w/ ref. $700 + dep. 948-2001 .  
Hawaii Kai Esplanade. Own room/bath 
in 2/2 apt. Great amen. & view, prkg, on 
busline, storage, washer/dryer, $650 plus 
dep + util. 536-3667 or 395-2067. 
Hauula. Liberal couple will share 5 bdrm 
redwood house. Two complete kitchens. 
Steps to beach. Near shopping center. 
Horses to ride. $450 plus deposit. 293-
5 1 78. 
Kailua home next to Castle Hosp, seeks 
creative housemate/s. Mstr br, own Ir +  
lanai. W/D + kit priv. No drugs or srnl 
kids. $600 + dep + utils. 262-0771 .  Nice. 
Kailua. 1 rm in 3 br/1 bath home. Pkg, 
yard w/ garden; close to beach, bus, shop
ping. Looking for quiet, responsible, N/S. 
$410  + 1/3 util + dep. Avail 2/1/94. 261 -
6620. 
Kailua. Own room on busline for single, 
quiet, liberal person w/ references. $400 
incl utilities. 262-8603. 
Kaimuki. Masterbdrm in 2 bdrm apt w/ 
private bath & lanai. Tennis, pool, rac
quetball, security, parking, W/D. Prefer 
quiet N/S. $465 + dep. 735-6848. 
Liliha-Puunui. Top of mtn. 1 bdrm in 3 
hse. Washer, util incl. $450 + dep. View, 
cool, quiet prof preferred. Bus close. 595-
3096 eve. 
Manoa. Woman, quiet, vegetarian, NS, 
share w/ same. Own bdrm & bath in 
quiet, safe, airy house. Incl. washer/dryer, 
utils, pkg, 2 cats. $590 + dep. 988-3484. 
Manoa. Huge lower level duplex. Newly 
remodeled 1/1, wash/dry, pking, near UH. 
All new appliances. A piece of paradise! 
$ 1400 incl util & yard svs. 988-7492. 
Nuuanu. Lg room + 1 /2 bath on quiet 
lush st. One other person in house. Nr 
bus, st parking, wash, yard. $580 + util. 
Avail 2/1 .  595-6936. 
Salt Lake. Room in 4 bdnn/2 bath. Avail 
immediately. Furnished or not. W/D, 
share bath. Quiet. $380 + util + dep. 422-
3036, Iv message. Female preferred. 
Quiet home office - upper St. Louis Hts. 
2 br + prvt. bath + shr office, prkg. Perfect 
for writer, etc. Sngl. or cpl. Neat, N/S, 
no pets. $ 1050/m, 737-6655. 
University/Date area. 2 bdrm, I bath to 
share. Female preferred. $350/mo + dep, 
util negotiable. Howard 536-3777, 8am-
6pm. 
Waialae. Own part. furn. rm in 3/2 house. 
Clean, private, W/D, pkg. near UH, 
Kabala Mall. NS female only please. 
$550 + 1/3 util. Avail. now. 735-7701 .  
Waikiki. Avail now - fully furn - share 1 
bd with Fem Rt Attendant - Pref Fem Fl A 
or other traveling prof!. Clean credit ver
ified w/ TRW. $350 + $350 dp. 943-2908. 
A plush 3 level new home on Punchbowl 
hillside, 2 rooms avail. $550-$600. Share 
with pro male. Prefer non-smoking pros. 

Call 593-0123 Paramount Properties (B). -art 
WAIMANU STREET GALLERY 
Skinny Dip Show, February and March 
901 Waimanu Street in lovely Kakaako 
Tues-Thurs, 12 - 5. Sat, 1 2 - 3. 591- 1 126. 
-

music 
Guitarist or harpist or pianist to accom
pany bamboo flautist at weddings and 
parties. Pays well. Call 528- 1 788. 
Drummer wanted for original rock band. 
Influences include everything from Billy 
Joel to Metallica. Call Brian at 487-5728 
or 598- 1 803 (pager). 
SAX (NOT LOVE) FOR SALE 
Selmer USA Tenor $ 1800, Y anigasawa 
curved soprano $ 1600. All in very good 
to excellent condition, extras available. 
52 1 -60 13  days. 
Learn to play piano the happy way. 
Master teacher, Bachelor of Music, 
Juilliard, A.R.C.T. Keikis/Adults 7 to 
70, Studio Parking. 942-8004. 

health and litness 
BEING WITH/BRINGING FORTH 
An Expressive Therapy Workshop. Satur
day, February 19. Info 524-541 1 ,  ext 15. 
HYPNOTHERAPY 
Transforms gently. Improve self-esteem. 
Change unwanted behavior. Free phone 
consultation. Gary Culver, CHT, 239-
8526. 
DIAMOND HEAD MASSAGE 
Swedish, Shiatsu, Reiki - Pamper your
self! SAMO, MAT 2900. 924-3327. 
ORIENTAL MASSAGE CLINIC 
Shiatsu and Swedish MAE 771. 
Ph: 944-0457. 
SPORTS MASSAGE 531-4400 
SUSAN AND JULIE MAE#809 
STRESS KNOT 
Relieving world stress one person at a 
time. Get a massage ! 523-0841 .  MAT 
#203 1 .  
GET TANNED · NO TAN LINES 
At Electric Beach Tanning Salons. Only 
$20.00 for a week of tanning. Call for 
details. 2 Locations, Downtown 599-
5999 or Kailua 26 1 -5594. Bring in a 
friend with this ad for a free initial visit. 

instruction 
HALAU KEALAKAPAWA 
Announces registration for beginner hula 
classes for women, Wed night, and keiki 
girls, Sat morning. Call kumu hula, 
Michael Canopin, at 239-5430. 

� 
DIAMOND HEAD 
TUTORING SERVICE 

ENGLISH • ESL • WRITING • READING • 
GRAMMAR • TEST PREP 

EXPERIENCED ENGLISH TEACHER 

373-3877 8 A.M. - BP.M. DAILY 

services 

Gorgeous 
*Male & Female* 

Stripper-Grams 

100% 
Guaranteed 

MORTGAGE RERNANCE 
No cost approval. Credit issues solved. 
Many options. Best rates. Home
owners call Scott: 538-3 175 

Business Writer For Hire 

Prof?O.,;;a/,;;/Research • Feature Article6 
• Ad,;; • f3rochure6 • Video Scripting 

• Sale6 & f3u6/ne66 Lettero 
• Job Oei;criptlon6 

988-6:396 

Ridlculou6/y Low Rate6 

Dr. Ardyce M. Grant 
PSYCHOTHERAPIST 
MFCC #4357 

Individual and >V 
Relationship Counseling···· 

• Pre-marital 
• Marriage 
• Family & Young Adult/ ) 
• Separation / Divorce ... }t · · 

How to choose thee oii�j ( 
t . .fREE compatlbJ!UYJ§(!ii ••l• • 

: t:�m $�? + j67<f · ·· · 
GIVE YOUR 
HOME THE 

FINISHING TOUCH 
BY CALLING 

"CLEAN WINDOWS" 
RON ALBERT 

OWNER 
599-8779 

FREE ESTIMATES 

� 
DIAMOND HEAD 
RESUME SERVICE 

PERSONALIZED RESUMES 
EXPERIENCED COLLEGE CAREER COUNSELOR 

373-3166 8 A.M. - BP.M. DAILY 

opportunities 
Making ends meet? Tired of your job? 
Discover a proven alternative. 487-7632. 
Are u REQUIRED to file Fed. 
Income Tax returns? Secret gov't docs. 
reveal Truth ! Free info. Bx 29265, 
Honolulu, HI 96820 
Honolulu Weekly is looking for an Ad 
Designer. You should have a good design 
sense and a deep knowledge of desktop 
publishing (particularly QuarkXPress 
and Photoshop). Must be available 
evenings and some weekends. To apply 
send cover letter, resume and work sam
ples to Saxon Moen, Honolulu Weekly, 
1200 College Walle, Suite 2 14, Honolulu, 
Hawaii 968 17 .  
Fame, glory and sore feet 
Once again HoMlulu Weekly is looking 
for delivery drivers! Yes, you too could 
be part of the exciting world of newsprint! 
For $10 an hour, we get to make you drive 
all over town, parlc in semilegal anb spaces, 
wear a fashionable Honolulu Weekly T
shirt and become acquainted with Kalihi. 
In return, you need to have a reliable car, 
insurance, a driver's license, and either an 
answering machine or a really easy way 
to get hold of you. And please don't be 
allergic to sweat or inky hands. We need 
you on Wednesdays between 8:30 a.m. 
and 5 p.m. at the latest. Preference given 
to North Shore residents. Please call 528-
1475, ext. 1 7, for more information. 
HoMlulu Weekly has moved! We need 
more office furniture - doesn't have to be 
chic, just needs to be sturdy. Buy, donate 
or trade. Wish list: chairs (adjustable, back 
support), rolling chair for production, fil
ing cabinets, paper cutter, Macintosh com
puters. Call 528-1475, ext. 1 7. 

Honolulu Weekly is not responsible for 
checking the truth or accuracy of the 
information in classified ·ads or the 
backgrounds of the persons placing 
those ads. Accordingly, Honolulu 
Weekly makes no representations, 
promises or guarantees about the truth 
or accuracy of the information in the 
classified ads or about the backgrounds 
of those persons. • 

�aser [I �iscs 
No Comparison. No Compromise. 

v4 �ittle �ight 
The Ward Warehouse • 2nd Floor • 1050 Ala Moana Blvd. 

591-0793 

Present this Ad & receive SS.00 off one LaserDisc title, list-priced at S39. 95 or higher. 
Cannot be combined with other sale items or discount coupons. 

Special liinited supply 
Interisland Tickets from $25 

one-way 
Delivery available 

PH: (808) 942-2855 • FAX (808) 957-0056 
2600 SOUTH KING STREET #204 

HONOLULU, HAWAII 96826 

Beatrix 
Pfleiderer, Ph.D. 

Andrew 
Terker, Ph.D. 

Offey work, lw �-di4,cove,yy: 
Holotropic Breathwork™ Voice Dialogue 
Inner Child Work A Regressions & 
Relationship Work

� 
Past Life Release 

Trained and Certified in Holotropic Breath work and Transpersonal Psy
chology by Stanislav Grof, M.D., Trained in Voice Dialogue by Hal 
Stone, Ph.D. and Sidra Stone, Ph.D. 
Practice in Honolulu and on the Big Island 1-965-8164 

3 North Pauahi Street, Honolulu 
phone 531-5592 /ax 531-5598 

Present this ad or local business card and receive a 10% discount Exp. 2/28/94 
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Well, it 's called ClearMalf; 

which you've never heard of 

before, so you might actually 

expect something that looks 

different, and has a to tal ly 

unique taste not  l ike beer, 

© 1992 ZIMA Beverage Co. Memphis, TN. 
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or wine coolers, or any mixed 

drink you ever had ,  but juzt 

r igh t wh e n  n o n e  of th o s e  

are qui te. Which i s  exac tly 

what Zim(C iz .  

Juzt right. But different. 
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